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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is based on the findings of research study entitled Assessment of Managerial 

Problems of Foreign Assisted Distance Education Project in Southern Nations 

Nationalities and Peoples Region. The main purpose of the study was to investigate the 

major managerial problems, which could contribute to ineffective implementation. To 

this end, a descriptive study method was employed to investigate what the actual 

management of a distance education project looks like. The sample population was all the 

distance education project students and coordinators. The sample was selected from 23 

tutorial centers, and coordinators at each tutorial centers and coordinators at a regional 

• level on the basis of purposive sampling technique. The subject of the study was 400 

distance students, 10 tutorial center coordinators and 6 regional coordinators. 

Accordingly, the respondent sampling was carried out through purposive and random 

sampling techniques. Information was obtained through questionnaires, interviews and 

documents. The information gathered was analyzed by tabulating the frequencies and 

calculating percentages. The results indicate that the distance education project in the 

region was not effective due to managerial problems such us lack of implementing 

capacity of managers, lack of on time distance education materials distribution, lack of 

training and experience of project implementing bodies, lack of sense of commitment, 

responsibility and accountability of implementing personal, lack of clear communication, 

lack of necessary facilities and equipment and lack of effective evaluation and control 

mechanisms. Hence it is concluded that the region is suffering from serious management 

problems that resulted in poor project implementation. Thus it is recommended that the 

Regional Education Bureau should take the findings and the conclusion arrived drawn in 

this study in to account and arrange for coordinated effort by specifying who is 

responsible and accountable for what aspect of the project, designing a clear 

communication channel to avoid confusions and take corrective measures at the spot, in

build effective monitoring and evaluation mechanisms to see the progress of the project. 

This thesis has been submitted for examination with my approval as a University 

advisor. 



CHAPTER ONE 

I. Introduction 

1.1. Background of the Study 

Education is defined in a number of ways based on the role it plays in different 

aspects of human life. However, most scholars and educators agree that education 

is a basic tool to bring about economic development, social welfare and political 

equality (Phillips, 1976:312, and Manjulinka, 1996:171). This essence of education 

makes it the most important human activity. Emphasizing the importance of 

education, UN documents such as UNESCO (1991); and UN (1991) have 

considered education as a human right. The universal declaration of human rights 

(1979) clearly states that, "Everyone has a right to education and education shall 

be free at least at the elementary and fundamental stages." 

Despite the great importance placed on education, the most predominately used 

education system (conventional face to face system) has failed to satisfactorily 

respond to the ever expanding demand for education. The high world population 

growth, the increase in the complexity of all aspects of living, the increase in 

educational requirements for almost all jobs, the accelerating change in nearly all 

occupations and job knowledge technology, the special educational needs of 

disadvantaged and minority groups has indicated new social and educational 

needs (Holmberg , 1986:2; Bishop, 1989:154). To cope with the ever expanding 



and changing body of knowledge, therefore, many more people have to be 

educated for continually increasing span of their lives. 

Consequently, many countries all over the world are now facing a problem to 

satisfy an increasing demand of education only through formal education system. 

Thus, according to several scholars such as Parrer (1989), Bishop (1989: 154), 

Greville (1992), Keegan (1990), Wolf (1994), UNESCO (2002:18) distance 

education is developed in response to the difficulties the traditional face-to-face 

education faces to provide education for all citizens at all levels. 

Nowadays, distance education (DE) is a worldwide phenomenon. Many countries, 

both developed and developing, use it to meet various educational objectives. 

Distance education in general is used to reach marginalized population; to provide 

teacher education in a huge scale to some highly populated countries, and to 

support curriculum reform and teacher up-grading in different countries (UNESCO, 

2002:18). In its broader sense, according to Holmberg (1986:31), Harry (1991), 

(Keegan, 1996:213) and Manjulinka (1996:30); the objectives of DE include 

providing cost-effective non-formal channel for higher education, supplementing 

conventional university system, providing second chance of education for those 

who have discontinued their formal education, democratizing higher education by 

providing access to the disadvantaged groups, providing means for continuing and 

life-long education and providing flexible education. 

In recent years, DE is seen as an effective and efficient system to meet an ever 

rising demand for education in both developed and developing countries. 

Particularly, developing countries that have fewer resources to cope with the flood 

2 



of people demanding education with relatively less adequately trained teachers 

and adequate facilities benefit much from distance education (Bishop, 1989: 154). It 

is evident that no developing country, using traditional methods alone can hope to 

make education universally available or train the number of qualified teachers 

needed. These days, even the most affluent countries are convinced that they will 

not be able to provide adequate education to their nations unless they shift 

excessive dependence on formal system of education to another system of 

education (Manjulinka, 1996: 154). 

Cognizant of the inadequacy of conventional educational system to respond to the 

education needs of their citizens, many developing countries such as, India, 

Tanzania, Kenya, Zambia , Zimbabwe, Costa Rica, china, south Africa, Indonesia, 

Papua Guinea, etc. have introduced DE in to their education system since 1970, 

and 1980s (Manjulinka, 1996). Those developing countries, for example, who 

gained their independence since 1960s introduced DE to alleviate the shortage of 

skilled man power, on one hand, and to expand educational opportunities on the 

other hand. However, Bishop (1989:60) and Manjulinka (1996:4) remarked that the 

success of DE system depends on the way it is organized and managed. 
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Tanzania, Zimbabwe, India and Indonesia are some of the developing countries 

where DE is successful. In Tanzania , for example, the DE program was designed 

by the Ministry of National Education in collaboration with Institute of Adult 

Education and the Regional Administration in response to the critical shortage of 

primary school teachers and could prepare 45,000 teachers with low costs than 

traditional residential program. Similarly, Zimbabwe doubled its gross enrolment 

rates by making effective use of DE and made the country one of the top two 

countries of the world which were above the median rates of enrolment in the 

whole region (World Bank, 1980; Wort and Mechael , 1998:44; Perraton, 1982; 

Dodds and Ediringha, 2000:94-95). 

In Ethiopia, DE appeared in the form of correspondence education in 1967 in 

private institutions such as British Tutorial College (BTC), International 

correspondence Schools (ICS), and Trans-World Tutorial College (TTC). This 

indicates that DE has relatively rich experience. However, Wossenu (1999:6) has 

noted that, although DE is popular and widely used practice in Ethiopia , it is not 

well developed and matured. He has suggested that the reason may be lack of 

awareness about the contributions of DE in enhancing social and economic 

activities in general and in up-dating and up-grading the professional competence 

of teachers in particular. 

In Ethiopia, Educational Media Agency (EMA) provides programs and DE courses 

for primary, secondary, and non-formal education. Recently, it seems that DE has 
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received better attention in the country. The country has launched national DE 

project to up grade second·cycle (5·8) primary school teachers to diploma level. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

According to the witness of international experiences, DE was found to be one of 

the best alternatives in opening chances to those who are not able to learn through 

formal education because of various reasons. In general, it can bridge the gap that 

conventional schools, colleges and universities have got difficulties in providing 

educational opportunities for all their citizens (Ommerborne, 1994 in Keegan 

1996:213). DE has attained special attention in developing nations such as ours 

where financial and other constraints bottlenecked the education system. Thus, 

many developing countries have developed DE programmes in to their education 

system and are able to solve some of their constraints on education (Manjulinka, 

1996). 

Education in Ethiopia has faced a number of problems such as inequity, 

inaccessibility, irrelevance and low quality. To alleviate the prevailing problems, the 

country has been undertaking many innovative programs and projects. The new 

Education and Training Policy document is one of the major initiatives the 

government has taken to alleviate some of the major educational problems to 

maintain quality and update the education system of the country (MOE, 1994). 

However, the implementation of New Education and Training Policy is being 

constrained with a number of factors among which shortage of qualified teachers 

and low management capacity are few to mention . 
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Though the policy statement (TGE, 1994:20) states "Teachers will be certified 

before assigned to teach at any level of education," only 23 percent of second

cycle (5-8) primary school teachers are qualified to teach at the level. (ESDPI: 10-

12). This National data reveal that there is critical shortage of qualified teachers 

particularly in second-cycle (5-8) primary level. To put it the other way, 77% of the 

teachers in the system are under qualified to teach at the level. This number 

roughly requires more than ten years to train the teachers to diploma level by using 

the full accommodation capacity of the existing training colleges other things 

remain the same. 

Cognizant of this fact, the government launched national DE project in 2000/01, 

which enrolled 21,400 TTl graduates from Teachers Training Institute to up-grade 

their qualification to diploma level. However, the existing condition of the 

educational system in Southern Nations Nationalities and Peoples Region 

(SNNPR) which is the focus of this study, the situation gets worse. There are 

15,861 teachers in the second cycle (5-8) primary school out of which 84% are TTl 

certificate holders where as only 16% are diploma graduates. 

The SNNPR Educational Bureau has attempted to alleviate this shortage of 

teachers for a long time by enrolling the unqualified teachers in regular colleges 

and university programmes. However, the problem remained the same due to the 

limited capacity of higher learning institutes and shortage of finance. According to 

Yearly Abstract of Management Information Service (1998:7) 40 percent of the 

unqualified teachers at the national level are found in SNNPR. The data reveal that 

only 16 percent of the teachers in the cycle have the required qualification 

(SNNPREB: 2000 /01). Now, according to the National Distance Education Project 
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the region is expected to upgrade about 5193 unqualified teachers via DE. This 

project is designed to be implemented in collaboration with EMA which has been 

designed by MOE to coordinate the project. Fortunately, SNNPR has got the 

support of Basic Education Overhaul (BESO) for technical and financial issues. 

Though DE is an area of greater potential to address many of education problems, 

according to Yared (2000:13) it has been disregarded and not properly utilized. 

Tilson and Getachew (1998:77) have also indicated that there is a complex system 

in Ethiopia in which the Federal State and the member states each has 

responsibility for developing and implementing certain programs based on the 

impact of decentralization. Thus, the DE that is currently run in the country is facing 

various problems such as management incapacity, shortage of resources, 

inadequate facilities, inadequate equipment etc. Placing emphasis on the role of 

management (Wossenu 1999:20) remarks that with out effective and efficient 

management, well-planned educational programs hardly succeed. Moreover 

successful DE programs require consistent and integrated efforts of students , 

faculty facilitators, support staff and administrators. Effective communication 

through out the designed process is also very important. 

However, many educational reports have indicated that DE in the region is facing 

big managerial problems. The project is designed to be completed with in two to 

two and half years. But since it has started now the fourth year is to pass. Yet the 

program is not completed. Therefore, the purpose of this study is mainly to assess 

and investigate the managerial problems DE project faces, particularly the DE 

project for second cycle primary school teachers in SNNPR. 
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Accordingly this study attempts to give response to the following basic questions: 

1. To what extent is the planning of DE project properly undertaken? 

2. What major features and structures are available to facilitate the DE 

projects implementation? 

3. To what extent are trained and skilled manpower available and are 

committed to implement the project? 

4. What control mechanisms are utilized to check the progress of distance 

education project? How does the current distance provision in the 

SNNPR look like? And what managerial measures should be taken to 

promote and facilitate distance education project in SNNPR? 

1.3. Significance of the Study 

Distance Education has become highly applied and widely used form of education 

delivery system in recent years because of technological advancement that widen 

its applicability and because of its potential to address current societal needs of 

education (king, 1999:102). Hence, the findings of this study would: 

1) help the educational managers to recognize the actual managerial 

problems of DE project and take the necessary corrective measures; 

2) help concerned Regional Education Bureau (REB) bodies and officials to 

recognize the managerial problems DE project encounters during 

implementation and make all the necessary arrangements before hand ; 
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3) Indicate project planners and managers areas of serious problems that 

may result in failure of projects and enable them to make the required 

arrangements in time. 

4) contribute to the existing body of knowledge about the management 

problems of DE project; 

5) encourage other researchers to embark on the issue of managerial 

problems of DE and study it in depth; 

1.4. Delimitation of the study 

Although the DE project this study takes into view is a national project, the study is 

delimited only to SNNPR because of the following reasons. SNNPR is vast in 

geographical area with about 12 million dispersedly settled populations. The 

number of untrained second cycle teachers is also very high i.e. 84% in the 

system. Moreover, educational performance in the region be it formal or non-formal 

is suffering from multivariate managerial problems. The region is lagging behind to 

make a reality the objectives of the new education and training policy. The DE 

projects in the region are run in collaboration with BESO (Basic Education 

Overhaul). There are also a number of complaints about mismanagement of 

scarce resources made available for education due to the new structure, i.e. 

decentralization system. Decentralized management of education heavily depends 

on factors specific and unique to the region such as autonomous administration of 

Nation Nationalities Office. The other reason is that it is manageable to collect the 

relevant information and be able to draw sound generalizations. The fact that the 
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researcher has been a tutorial center coordinator in the region wi ll also help him to 

extract genuine information and conduct a better study. 

1.5. Limitations of the Study 

The study should have included large scope to reach up on sound generalization at 

national level. However, it is limited to on ly one region because time and financial 

constraints and should be co nsidered with this limitations. 

1.6. The Research Design 

1.6.1 . Research Methodology 

The method used for this research is a descriptive survey. This is because it is 

intended to assess and investigate the actual status of managerial problems that 

educational projects assisted by foreign organizations face in general and that of 

DE projects in particular. 

1.6.2. Sample and Sampling Technique 

Distance Education Project to up grade second-cycle (5-8) primary school teachers 

to diploma level is the population of the study. The project is se lected on ava ilability 

sampling technique because it is the only DE project in the region. To determine 

further samples transportation facilities and convenie nce for data co ll ection were 

considered. 
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Purposive sampling method is largely employed to determine the sample size. 

Accordingly, 10 tutorial centers are selected among the existing 23 tutorial centres 

based on their distance from the centre (Awassa) and the number of learners they 

have to serve to make the data representative. Then, from each selected tutorial 

centres 40 distance students randomly selected from each of the 10 tutorial 

centres and all 10 tutorial center coordinators were included in the sample. 

Moreover, two coordinators from REB and two coordinators from Awassa College 

of Teacher Education and two persons from Regional Beso project advisors were 

included. The total of 400 distance students, 10 tutorial centre coordinators and 6 

regional coordinators were the sample of the study. 

1.6.3. Data Collection Instruments 

Three types of instruments were employed to gather the necessary data such as 

questionnaires, interview and document analysis. The questionnaires were of two 

types. One set of questionnaires was for distance students and the other set was 

for distance education project coordinators. Both sets of questionnaires comprise 

close ended and open-ended items to enable the respondents give their views and 

suggestions. The questionnaires for students are prepared in English and then 

translated into Amharic to alleviate language problems. 

Structured interview was conducted with REB officials, Beso project 

representatives and ACTE DE unit coordinators to strengthen the information 

gathered through questionnaires. 
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To ensure the reliability of the data, documents pertaining to the project planning , 

preparation and implementation (reports, workshops, seminars , regu lations, 

procedures, etc.) were carefully examined and ana lyzed. 

The instruments were selected because the researcher believed that they are 

appropriate to col lect re levant information for the study. Prior to the fu ll 

administration, the instruments were pilot-tested and any necessary correction was 

made. 

1 .• 6.L.· . . :>rocec.ures ot' t.le Stuc.y 

The questionnaires were distributed to distance students of second-cycle primary 

school teachers th roug h tutoria l center coord inators . The questionnaires to RES 

DE unit, Seso project coordinators, ACTE DE coordinators and tutorial center 

coordinators were administrated by the researcher. The interview as wel l as 

document ana lysis were also conducted by the researcher. 

1.6 .5 . Methods of Data Analys is 

Responses of the data gathered through questionnaires were tabu lated and 

presented in frequency cou nts. Then , percentages were ca lculated and used to 

analyze the responses based on the freq uency counts. 

1.7 Definition of Key Term 

Distance Students - Any student registered in a distance educa tion projec t for 

second-cycle (5-8) primary school teachers. (Operational) 
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Tutorial Centers - Centers arranged by the regional educa tion bureau (selected 23 

secondary schools) to conduct tutorial sessions and 

distribute course materials. (Operational) 

Tu torial Centre Coordinators -Secondary school principa ls assigned to manage all 

activities specified in the project document with 

regard to the DE project implementa tion at the 

tutorial cen ters. 

Regiona l Coordinators- People assigned in the REB, Beso and ACTE to run and 

oversee the implementat ion of the DE project in the 

SNNPR. (Operational) 

Distance Education Project - A project designed to up grade second-cycle (5-8) 

primary school teachers to diploma level via 

distance education . (Operationa l) 

Second Cycle Primary (5-8) - An educational structure which prepa re students for 

fu rther general education and training (TGE, 

1994:14) . 

1.8. Organization of the Study 

The study is organized in to four chapters. The first chapter deals with background 

of the study, statement of the study, significance of the study, delimitation of the 

study, research des ign , definit ion of key terms and organization of the study. The 

second chapter presents review of related literature and chapter three contains 

presenta tion , analysis and interpretation of the data. Finally , chapter four presents 

summary, conclusion and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

II. Review of Related Literature 

The literature review section intensively deals with the concepts and definitions, 

development of distance education, types of distance education system, 

contributions and drawbacks of distance education and management of distance 

education . A comprehensive and close look in to the remote and recent literature 

also made ana lytically. 

2.1. Distance Education: Concept and Definition 

2.1.1. Definitions and Characteristics of Distance Education 

Closer look into the definitions of distance education reveals that the term distance 

ed ucation is a term that lends itself to various interpretations . This characteristic of 

the term makes it to be considered as a concept. Based on this , several 

authorities have attempted to provide the definition of the term. 
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Therefore, it is important to deal in depth with some of the remote and recent 

definitions provided to see what distance education could really mean. According 

to Keegan (1996:34) definitions given up to 1980 are considered remote and those 

after 1980s are considered recent definitions. Thus, the first author to define the 

concept DE is Dohmen (1967) the director of German DE institute. He defines, 

Distance education is systematically organized form of self
study in which student counseling, the presentation of 
learning material and supervising of students' success is 
carried out by a team of teachers, each of whom has 
responsibilities. It is made possible at a distance by means of 
media which can cover long distances (Dohmen, 1967:9). 

According to Dohmen's definition DE is self study in which teaching activities are 

provided through media at a distance. 

To Moore (1973) "DE is the family of instructional methods in which the teaching 

behaviors are executed apart from the learning behaviors through print, electronic, 

mechanical or other devices. " And Holmberg (1977:9) writes, "The term DE covers 

the various forms of study at all levels which are not under the continuous, 

immediate supervision of tutors present with their students in lecture rooms." 

Analysis of these definitions leads to the recognition of certain common elements 

such as the separation of teacher and learner and the structuring of learning 

materials through educational organizations. The separation of the teacher and 

the learner is fundamental to all forms of DE and differentiates DE from 

Conventional face-to-face form of education. Whereas, the structuring of learning 

materials through educational organization differentiates DE from self study such 

as learning from interesting books, magazines and television. Thus DE as an 
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education delivery method is generally characterized by separation of teachers and 

'earner(s) anc structuring 0',' 'earning materias hroUg'l ec ucationa organization , 

As class ified by Keega n (1993), Garrisson and Sha le (1987) are among the 

sc 'lo'ars W '10 'lave attemptec' to provic'e recent ce"in ition 0" J ::, - 'ley pre"errec to 

view DE from the perspective that what it implies rather than what actually it is , 

- lUS, Garrison anc S l a'e C' 987) ce"ine : 

Distance education implies the majority of educational 
communication between (among) teacher and student(s) that 
occurs non - contiguously, It must involve two - way 
communication between (among) teacher and student(s) for 
the purpose of faci li tating and supporting the educational 
process, It uses technology to mediate the necessary two
way communication (Garrison and Shale, 1987:11), 

Garrison and Shale (1987) accepted separation between teacher and learner. and 

t ley emplasize f le importance of two - way communication w,licl is ,Jasic in face 

- to face conventional education, They recommend that two-way commun ication is 

possi:Je hroug l tec lnoogy, Simial"y :lortway anc ~a ne ('991.: - 95) laving 

studied the previously provided definitions and examining what DE refers to, give 

more specific cei'inition as: 

The term 'DE' refers to teaching and learning situations in 
which the instructor and the learner or learners are 
geographically separated, and therefore, rely on electronic 
devices and print materia ls for instructional delivery, 

Portway and Lane offered more similar definition with Garrison and Shale; however 

tley furtler emp,lasize tle ro ,e of te,ecommunication tec,lno,ogy to ma ,~e t.le 

transfer of the knowledge via distance education a reality , 
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Whether the definitions provided so far share some characteristics or not the 

history of DE shows that there are a number of different definitions provided by 

several authorities and writers in the area over time. As a result, DE is described in 

a bewildering variety of terms. For example, it is known as "External or Off-campus 

Study" in Australia; "Home Study" and "Open Learning or Education" in North 

America and Europe "Education Distance" in Spanish speaking countries, 

"Frenstudium" in Germany, "Extramural" in New Zealand (Shrestha, 1997). 

Whatever term may be given to distance education, the concept remains the same 

that the distance education is an educational process in which someone removed 

in space and/or time from the learner conducts a significant proportion of teaching. 

Keegan (1996) recognizing the existence of various definitions and terms used 

over time and the confusion readers may face, has made a thorough analysis of 

the definitions provided by several authors. He has come up with two major 

elements common and central to all definitions such as separation of teacher and 

learner, and structuring of materials and the linking of those materials to effective 

learning through an educational organization. With regard to the recent definitions 

Keegan has revealed that the definitions share the commonalities of remote 

definitions and emphasize the importance of the two-way communication which 

can be made possible through effective use of communication technology. 

Holmberg (1986) for example defines DE as 

Various forms of study at all levels which are not under the 
continues immediate supervision of tutors present with their 
students in lecture rooms. DE is a self-study, but the student 
is not alone, he/she benefits from a course and from 
interaction with tutors and supporting organizations. A kind of 
conversation in the form of two way traffic occurs through the 
written and telephone interaction between the students and 
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tutors others belonging to the supporting organization 
(1986:2-4). 

As can be recognized from the definition above a kind of conversation in the form 

of two - way traffic through technology shows the importance placed on interaction. 

keegan (1996:8) and Wossenu (1999:16) have provided similar definitions 

emphasizing the role of two-way communication . They claim that through 

telecommunication based DE approaches, it is possible to bridge the gap of 

separation through electronic media to facilitate and support the teaching learning 

process (keegan, 1996: 8; Holmberg, 1986:20; Garrison and Shale, 1987; Barker, 

et.al 1989: 25; Moore 1990). 

In conclusion, keegan (1996: 4) proposed six basic defining elements of DE as: 

1. The separation of teacher and learner which distinguishes it from 

conventional face-to-face lecturing: 

2. The influence of educational organization, which distinguishes it from 

private study; 

3. The use of technical media, usually print, to unit teacher and learner and 

carry the educational content; 

4. The provision of two-way communication so that the student may benefit 

from or even initiate dialogue; 

5. The possibility of occasional meetings for both didactic and socialization 

purposes; and 

6. The participation in an industrialized form of education which, if accepted, 

contains the genus of radical separation of DE from other forms with 

educational spectrum. 

Thus, according to Seamans (1990: 3) the key concept in a DE is that possibility of 

transmitting a fixed body of information to the students via an external 

representation. 
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2.1.2 Development of Distance Education 

2.1.2.1 Historical Perspective 

The review of existing literature shows that DE has been a part of European 

education for about 150 years. It is originated in the form of teaching by 

correspondence in the private sector (Rumble, 1989). However, until the 

establishment of International Council of Correspondence Education (1938), DE 

has got little attention of educationalists throughout the world . Even since then, it's 

growth has been very slow. Up to the 1960s most distance teaching organizations 

were only private correspondence schools. It was after 1969 that publicly 

supported universities and schools become more and more important (Manjulinka , 

1996:16 Keegan , 1996:3). 

From 1870 to 1970, most of the DE systems were proprietary and the field was 

known as "Correspondence Study", "Home Study", or "External Study", but the 

period from 1970 to 2000 remarked the development of the whole field of DE and 

emergence of publicly supported distance education schools and universities 

(Manjulinka, 1996: 16). With the remarkable change of quality, quantity, status 

credibility and provision of DE, DE institutions embraced most countries of the 

world and all levels of educations in addition to informal education sector (Keegan 

1996: 3). 

Along with the growth in importance of DE over the decades, the confusion of 

terms used Such as "Telmatic Teaching," "Distance study," "Correspondence 

Education," "Home study;" "Independent study," "Off-campus Study," "Extramural 

System," gradually take certain modifications. The remote term, that is , 
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Correspondence Education fai led to encompass the didactic potential of DE in the 

'980s anc· consequenf y, he ·nternationa· counci 0·' corresponc·ence ::cucation 

has changed its name in 1982 to Inte rnat ional Counci l fo r Distance Education 

(Vaju ·in<a, '996:7). 

2.1.2.2 Rati onal fo r th e Developm ent of Distance Educat ion 

- ·lroug·lout helistory 01' man·<inc·, ec·ucation , in one iorm or anoher, las servec 

as a ma in instrument in producing and transferring knowledge and skills in a 

society. ::cucation aso contri)utes to economic growt." recuction 0 :' poverty anc 

the growth of general awareness in various developing societies (World Bank , 

0995 xi). t is one 0·' he <eys to socia ceveopmem anc, virtua ly every aspect 0·' 

the quality of life. 

However, facto rs such as high world population growth , increase in complexity of 

jobs , accelerati ng change of knowledge and pol itica l emancipation make high 

demand of the education on one hand and sca rcity of financial, material and 

human resources constraint provision of education on the other hand. As the 

result, the conventional face -to - face system of education will no more remain 

adequate to respond to the ever increasing demand. Portway and Lane (1994:168) 

emphasizing the intensity of the problem says, "the stage has been reached when 

even the most affluent cou ntries are convinced that they wi ll not be able to provide 

adequate education to people unless they abandon exclusive dependence on 

convent ional form of education." Thus, an alternative way to provide education 

adequately to the mass is indispensable This is where DE proves its importance 
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As a result of the high development of communication technology DE becomes the 

best alternative way of delivery system due to its applicability and potential to 

reduce cost of education as well as to address hundreds of millions of adults 

missed out by the conventional education system(Manjulinka, 1996: 15) Bishop, 

1989:154) 

Distance education has tremendous advantages in areas where conventional 

schools, colleges and universities have got difficulties to cope with the needs of 

citizens (Ommerborne 1994 in keegan1996:213). Keegan (1996:4) further 

strengthening the contributions of DE states that no country have enough money to 

build schools that are capable of accommodating 100,000 students a year and the 

situation gets worse with developing countries. 

The other reason for the remarkable development of DE all over the world is the 

issue of universalizing and democratizing education at all levels which is nearly 

impossible particularly for developing countries through formal education only. 

2.2. Typology of Distance Education system 

Attempts have been made by several authorities to classify DE systems. Many of 

the authors who have made an attempt differ in the factor they used as the base 

for classification. For example , Peters (1971 : 1334) classified DE on the basis of 

delivery methods as a Loosely Integrated Western Model and an Eastern Model. 

According to Peters (1991) the former Model heavily relies on printed materials and 

correspondence feedback; however, the later Model relies on printed materials and 

face -to- face sessions. 
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The other classification is based on the authority and control distance learning 

institutes have over key operational areas such as finance, examinations and 

accreditation, curriculum and materials, delivery methods and student support 

services, Accordingly, DE institutions with a whole system control over the four 

operational areas are called "Autonomous', and those which do not have complete 

authority and control are called Mixed Model (McNeil, 1981) 

Keegan and Rumble (1982) accepting the classification made by McNeil(1881) 

that the basic distinction is between autonomous distance teaching institutions 

and distance subsections of conventional institutions, come up with seven basic 

organizational structures and types of DE institutions. These are Open Universities 

with centralized autonomous structures, Open Universities with some devolution of 

power, Federal University with conventional universities and DE unit, Ministry 

control of DE departments with in conventional universities, special academic DE 

department in conventional university responsible for both internal and external 

students. Thus most DE institutions lie under one or the other. 

2.3. Contributions and Drawbacks of Distance Education 

Considering the challenges of education and development, both in developing and 

developed countries, it is not surprising to see open and distance learning as 

important strategy which could make a significant contribution to resolve the 

problems of access, quality and equity (Compora,2003:40). 

In general, DE is claimed to have a number of contributions by making possible the 

provision of effective, less costly and flexible education for millions of people living 
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in remote and distant villages who would otherwise missed out; by reaching many 

more students than teacher in a traditional classroom through the use of radio and 

television and without any school building; by dissolving barriers of distance and 

time by, providing superior quality instruction through radio or television program 

(Bsihop, 1989:160; Dodds and Ediringha, 2000:97). DE also has a great advantage 

for groups of people who for geographical, economic or social reasons are unable 

or unwilling to make use of conventional provision of education (Manjulinka, 

1996:4). 

To this effect, DE is developed in different countries in response to various 

educational problems. For example, in Sweden and USA to reach students living in 

isolated places; in Australia and New Zealand to reach scattered populations 

spread over large areas; in Asia to increase trained human resources for socio 

economic development; in China to train unqualified primary and secondary school 

teachers and for manpower development; in Turkey to open opportunity for those 

who had not been able to be admitted to a university by the ministry of education 

and for training primary school teachers; in Africa to train unqualified primary 

school teachers needed for universal primary education, and to offer secondary 

education for rural community education and development programs and school 

equivalency programs at primary and secondary level, and in Latin America for 

post secondary teacher education (Gao 1991 in Manjulinka, 1996: 172-184; 

Siaciwena, 1989; Anderson, 1982; Wolf, H.C, 1994, Wort, 1998:31). It also helps to 

ease places suffering from serious traffic problems and where capacity problems 

occur. In general, DE is seen as an effective way of meeting the rising demand for 

education in various forms of education (Evans and King, 1991). 
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Distance education can meet educational demands that conventional system fails 

to meet. For example, in China, to develop skilled manpower by offering courses 

that allow the learners to upgrade their professional qualifications; in Turkey to 

provide access to a university education for those who were not able to be 

admitted to a university by the Ministry of education (Maniulinka, 1996: 172 - 182; 

Jenkins, 1989). 

In many African countries, DE has served various educational purposes. For 

example, in Tanzania to train teachers needed for primary education; in Zimbabwe 

to help replacement of old colonial curriculum, in Botswana and Zambia to educate 

the public on development issues, in Sudan to alleviate lack of professionals in 

some essential areas and to provide educational opportunities to adults and young 

adult refugees, in Zambia to upgrade teachers qualification and to offer secondary 

education for adults; and in Zimbabwe to offer in-service teacher training 

(Manjulinka, 1996: 18). 

According to Anderson (1982), DE serves a number of various educational 

purposes all over the world. For example, for democratization of higher education 

in Costa Rica, for post secondary teacher education in Latin America and, in 

general DE is better alternative to alleviate shortage of teachers and to access 

large group of people where school buildings are obstacles to expansion(Perraton, 

2000 in Dodds and Ediringha, 2000:94). 

Moreover, DE is believed to have some more advantages. For example, it is less 

costly, flexible and operable over long distances. It is economical for it doesn't 

require school buildings and other facilities; flexible for one can learn in his Iher 
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own place and time; operable over long distances for it can cater widely scattered 

student population (Shresta, 1997). 

Although it is true that DE as an education delivery method plays significant role in 

the economic development of countries by contributing to the over all educational 

development, it is not without limitations. DE is most commonly criticized for it can't 

handle classroom discussions; clear up misunderstandings, deal with individual 

needs, difficulties and questions, and supervise practical class room sessions. 

Nowadays, it seems that DE institutions recognized the importance of two-way 

interaction and placed greater attention on how to arrange two-way communication 

strategies to respond to a question of several scholars on the quality of distance 

education (keegan, 1996: 214). 

Though many scholars tend to undermine the quality of distance education, a study 

by Sadiman(1994:97) in Indonesia has indicated that there is no significant 

difference between the academic achievement of DE graduates and regular school 

graduates. 

2.4. Management of Distance Education Projects 

Management, in general, consists of four major functions such as planning, 

organizing, leading and controlling. According to Graville (1992:1) when these 

managerial functions are done badly, resources are wasted, opportunities are lost, 

institutions grow weaker, morale falls and in the end institutions go under. Thus, 

management is a crucial function of any project! programme which highly affects 

policy implementation (Magnen, 1991 : 109). 
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The management of DE in general and DE projects in particular involves the 

general functions of management. In DE system planning, organizing and 

controlling of the development, production, distribution of DE materials and the use 

of the various forms of media are significant tasks that managers face. Moreover, 

planning of residential schools and face-to-face tutorials to mitigate the isolation of 

long distance learner is another challenging task. Therefore, to eat the fruits of DE 

and all the advantages placed on it, effective management is unquestionable. 

True managerial success however, involves both performance effectiveness (goal 

accomplishment) and performance efficiency in resource utilization (Shermerhorn , 

1996:3). Success in level and type requires a capability to recognize problems and 

opportunities, make good decisions, and take appropriate decisions through the 

basic management functions. 

Any project implementation can be affected by various problems. However, 

inadequate administrative capacity is the one that severely affects project 

implementation . For example , in Asia as (Rena, 1974 in Rondinelli , 1996: 45) 

reported, low level of managerial capacity was the most crucial bottleneck to 

development in Nepal. Successful projects and programs require appropriate 

management procedures and technically qualified manpower. In Pakistan for 

example: - the absence of coordination among various agencies during the 

implementation of projects was a major obstacle for implementation. 

To have projects successfully implemented, administrative arrangements, 

implementing agencies' potential for providing leadership, resource i.e., 
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commitment and grass root management , an implementation plan that outlined 

responsiJi'ities "or actions (a n etwor~ clart h at S'10WS he sC'lec'u'ing 0" activities), 

moni toring and evaluation techn iques and logistical support are very essential 

C~onc i ne li , '993: 76) 

Nowadays , administrative decentralization is considered as a means to build 

ae ministrative capacity so hat it wil 'Je possiJe to e.,','ective 'y aClieve various 

educational goa ls, Decentralization is believed to increase the efficiency of central 

agency Jy reieving top management 0 ',' routine , cetaiec' tas~s h at co u c' more 

effectively performed in a responsive and adapt ive ways at lower management 

eves (Jay, ' 99c . ; "onc ine li, . 993 . 73) 

In general , project management is the res ponsibi lity of making sure that various 

activities are compietec' in time, in t le orcer specifiec , ane wi tl a eve of qua ity 

sufficient to guarantee the success of the final prod uct. This model makes it 

possi 'J'e ;'or ei:'ective competion of a project 'Jy ensuring i:'lat activi ti es on a'i parts 

get done in proper sequence and on time, Any delay encou ntered in this path will 

'engl1en l1e entire project anc' most T~e 'y increase costs (Jay, . 99 l , '; Vagnen, 

1991: 42-43, 

S:lerme(10rn , emp:lasizing he importance of avai :aj iity of competent stati' for 

project management writes "An inescapable respons ibi lity of all managers is to 

sta',i ' l1e jOJS unc'er l1eir supervision will peope WlOlave l1e aJi ities neecee to 

perform at the highest possible levels of achievement", Besides , because of rapid 

environmenta ane tec 'lnoogica clange, comm itment to emp oy training ane 



development is essential to success. Establishing effective communication is also 

very essential. 

Harrison (1996:96) emphasizing the importance of planning, explains that to use 

scarce resources efficiently project activities should be carefully planned, 

resources required should be determined, and appropriate control mechanism 

should be designed prior to implementation phase. He remarks that project 

management fails when doubt exists about who is responsible for any piece of 

work. 

According to Magnen (1991: 11 0) project management will be easier (a) if the 

project is simple and well suited to the management capacities of national staff; (b) 

if it is consistent with national education policy; (c) if it is objectives are clearly set 

out and enjoys the minister's full support; (d if it is financial support can easily be 

supported by the national budget; and (e) it is aspects have been prepared in 

detail. 

Magnen (1991 :114) expounding on common problems that most projects 

frequently encounter has pointed out three points such as execution delays due to 

slowness of bureaucracies at the beginning of projects, shortage of budget 

allocations, and inefficient project management. Problems resulting from inefficient 

management are more frequent. Whatever the reason, execution delays have 

serious consequences on the project implementation such as increased cost. 

Therefore, competent and experienced managers are very crucial to mitigate and 

lor alleviate the problem. 
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In a similar way, management of DE requires careful planning and implementation 

of general functions of management. Willis (1994) asserts that DE programmes 

must have their own mission statements. Specific distance learning mission 

statement should be generated to ensure that in the long term, the program will 

continue to meet the needs of students. A clearly defined and articulated mission 

statement is essential to the development of a successful learning strategic plan. 

To alleviate the problem of inadequate provision of education to all citizens that 

many countries face, the alternative of DE should be designed and managed 

carefully. 

2.4.1. Planning of Distance Education Projects 

Planning is conscious effort to direct human energy for the purpose of securing a 

rationally desirable end . It envisages what is to happen and how that is to happen 

(Agrawal and Kundian, 1993:35.2). Planning as a management function involves, 

looking ahead, making plans and then helping people to accomplish the actions 

needed and it is an inescapable managerial responsibility (shermerhorn , 1996:11). 

Planning in education involves defining objectives, selecting appropriate methods, 

identifying the most appropriate materials, facilities and equipment necessary to 

implement the plan, identifying appropriate roles that individuals and institutions 

play in execution of the plan, and finally ways of evaluating the outcomes against 

original objectives (Ayalew, 1994:39). 

However, different authorities indicate that plans fail due to various reasons such 

as lack of realism in setting objectives, lack of participation of those affected by the 

plan, lack of link or cohesion between national policy and measures aimed at 
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bringing about the desired changes , lack of training of the planning and 

management unit, lack of administrative capacities, inappropriate estimation of 

available resources (Magnen , 1991 :17; Little and Mirrlees, 1999; Agrwal and 

kundian,1993: 52.21 ; Bishop,1989: 170). Although essential a good planning is, it 

is neither an end nor a formula for achieving the impossible; it is rather a method of 

getting more and better educational results from the resources available by using 

rational analysis and scientific research than flying a blind . Planning does not 

guarantee success, nevertheless, it facilitates success. 

While polices remain the foundations of planning more attention is now being paid 

to the programs and projects flowing from polices (Magnen, 1991: 11). Accordingly, 

projects are one of the best ways for decision makers to gain control because their 

objectives, budgets and implementation periods are clearly defined. For this 

reason ministries of education as well as sources of external assistance are 

resorting projects more and more frequently (Magnen, 1991 : 12). 

Project approach to educational planning is claimed to have many advantages 

such as offering governments a way of implementing polices that is 

simultaneously, rational , flexible and adaptable to changing situations (Magnen 

1991 :20). However, in many developing countries shortage of trained planers and 

managers in the area is a major handicap. Planning, be it project planning or any 

other type, requires quantification of goals and resources for the fulfillment of 

targets; and capable administrative personnel (Agrawal, 1993: 35.5; Little and 

Mirrlees, 1996: 83). Moreover, planning to be a good vehicle for success should 

be flexible, responsive and learning (that allows adjustment as projects progress) 

Morrss, et ai , 1975: 329; Rodinelli, 1998:7). The rationale was that comprehensive 
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and detailed development plans were of little value unless they could be translated 

into specific projects that could be designed and implemented efficiently. 

The other major objective of project planning is to reduce the uncertainties and 

unknowns by investigating the attitudes and behaviors of the beneficiaries, and 

understanding social and environmental factors in which projects must be 

implemented either by using technical staff or allowing the participation of 

beneficiaries at different stages of design and organizational phases (Rondinnelli 

1993: 39). 

Though the world Bank officials believe that a more elaborate and detailed 

feasibility and appraisal analyses increase the probability of the project to be 

implemented successfully, some authorities counter argue that only a preparatory 

analysis is sufficient to ensure successful implementation and recommend that 

more systematic, flexible and detailed management procedures are needed after a 

project is approved (Rondinelli, 1993: 50; Harrrison, 1996: 97). 

International assistance agencies and governments of developing countries 

attempt to control the design and implementation of projects through standard 

project document forrnat, which describes the institutions that execute the project, 

financial and staff resources, organizational structure and its relationship to other 

institution; the legal framework in which the project operates, coordination 

arrangements, and provision for government follow-up activities; rnid-project review 

and terminal evaluation procedures; provision of government contributions and 

operations, detailed budget required and source of revenue (Magnen, 1991: 28; 

Rondinelli; 1993: 75). 
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In distance education, the essential educational functions according to 

Encyclopedia of Education (1994: 1559) are (1) developing and producing 

programs and course (design , development, production and distribution of 

programs and courses) (2) advising and guiding students (the students admission, 

allocation of students to courses, counseling, the assessments of students and 

certification); (3}resources (information, finance, staff and equipment). 

In all forms of DE, the actual production and distribution of course material are the 

most important operational considerations once the materials have been 

developed. Advising and providing guidance is the second essential function of 

every DE institution. In this view, the most recurring problems are lack of trained 

and skilled man power, computers, vehicles, offices, some office equipment and 

sufficient budget. 

According to keegan (1996: 145) planning of DE begins with deciding whether to 

choose an autonomous distance institution or distance subsection of an existing 

school , college or a university. Keegan and Rumble (1982:245) having made 

educational debate on DE have proposed guidelines which are still relevant for the 

selection of DE delivery system. According to the proposal if the enrolment per 

year is less than 10,000, choose department of an existing institutions, and if 

enrolment per year is beyond 20,000 a distance teaching school, college or a 

university is favored (Rumble, 1992; keegan, 1994). 

However, the guideline proposed by keegan and Rumble (1982) doesn't always 

work. Because there are some separate distance teaching institutions whose 

enrolment is quite below 10,000 per year but have existed for decades; and some 
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other distance teaching institutions with large number of enrolments (New South 

Wales College of External Studies with 30,000 students in1995) and survived as a 

department of an existing college. 

Thus , according to keegan (1996:146) the final decision for educational planners 

should depend on a detailed theoretical knowledge of the social, political, historical 

and educational structures of the region in question. Moreover, the planners need 

to look carefully in to the advantages and limitations of the model chosen before 

making the final decision. 

Accordingly, planners of DE should also be concerned with the characteristics of 

distance students and the retention of the students in the system (Keegan, 1996; 

149). A detailed analysis of distance students of OUUK by Field (1982) identifies 

four characteristics which differentiate distance students form the traditional 

university students. (1) distance students tend to be gainfully employed (2) they 

have less prior education, (3) they are older, and (4) they live comparatively far 

away form the nearest place offering the same course in a different form. 

The other typical characteristic of distance students is that they have high tendency 

to drop-out before completing the programme they are registered for. For this 

reason Sweet, 1986 suggests the integration of DE into the structure of a university 

or college by providing adequate student support services to reduce the number of 

dropouts. However, the privatization of DE provokes lack of integration (Keegan, 

1996: 150-151). 

The other issue planer of DE education should take into consideration is the time 

available for study. Time is closely related to success or failure in DE. It is also 
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closely related to the number of drop-outs. Planners should also consider the 

status of the courses chosen and the way they are accredited because study at a 

distance is arduous and the status of learning at a distance is fragile (Holmberg, 

1981:14,49). 

The quality of distance courses and their accreditation contribute to the status of 

distance course. A national system of accreditation of degrees and diplomas at all 

levels, as in France, works in favor of distance system. Such a system is however 

often criticized as lacking freedom and flexibility. 

Choice of media is the area in the field of DE study which has been most widely 

researched and on which the volume of publication is most rapidly increasing. 

Distance systems have dealt with the use of media in education for over a hundred 

years but the evidence for the whole of the period has rarely been subjected to 

analysis (Wort, 1998:153). Therefore, Planners of distance systems should 

approach the choice of media with decisions to be made on the quantity of 

education to be achieved, the quality of student learning to be achieved, the status 

of the system and costs. What medium then should be chosen? This depends on 

the information to be delivered that is media chosen to carry the content of the 

course and media chosen to present the course to the student. Usually print is 

chosen for content and other media such as telephone, electronic mail, computer, 

or video conferencing for delivery (Holmberg , 1994:50-154.) 

Concerning administration of DE, Kaye and Rumble (1981) applied Miller and 

Rice 's theory of system organization to the organization of DE system. They 
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categorize operating activities into two such as course development, and student 

support services. The course development subsystem comprises the planning, 

designing, crystallizing and recording of the teaching in mechanical or electronic 

form and the student support subsystem comprises the activities by the institution 

to focus on the student's home (or institutional center near the student's home) that 

will provide private and individualized presentation of the pre-recorded course 

content, together with simulation of teacher and peer group clarification that 

normally accompany the presentation of courses in oral, group-based educational 

provision. These two characteristic operating subsystems define the nature of a 

distance system and differentiate it from other forms of educational administration 

(Wort, 1998:150). 

Course development for DE implies the preparation of print and non-print materials 

plus the production of a total learning experience for the distance student that will 

parallel all the facilities that are characteristic of on-campus education including 

additional homework, laboratory practices, and library research periods and all the 

activities of face to face study. The administration of course development 

procedures gives a range of possibilities from a single author to the course teams. 

Such as full-time staff, SSC staff and consultants from business or other 

universities (Wort, 1998:150). The provision of student support services enables 

distance systems to achieve essential feedback mechanisms that are characteristic 

of education. It is through students support services that two-way communication 

is established between student and institution although better course materials 

may have inherent feed-back mechanisms as well. Provision of student support 
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services distinguishes DE institutions from publishing houses and other procedures 

of learning materials . 

The extent to which certain distance teaching institution provides student support 

service differentiates one from the other. Some institutions heavily depend on 

provision of students support services and other make it very little due to various 

reasons, one is additional cost incurred to the program. 

2.4.2. Organization and Delivery Structures of Distance 

Education Projects 

Several authorities have defined organizing as one of the management functions. 

Majority of them agree that organizing is the process of defining tasks, allocating 

resources, and arranging coordinated work activities to implement plans. It is a 

process that logically follows planning and arranges for implementation. (Greville 

1996:15; Ayalew, 1994; Shermerhorn, 1996:5-6, Bramham, 1997: 145; Dodds and 

Ediringha ,2000 : 89). 

The organization of DE requires careful design since it is characterized by 

separation of teacher and learner(s). Manjulinka (1996:49) remarks that the 

success of DE projects heavily depend on the way they are organized. 

Organization involves the identification of tasks to be accomplished, the agencies 

and persons involved in the accomplishment of the tasks, the communication 

channel that should exist and who does what aspect of the system. 

The concern of DE organization in early times was coordinating the course 

development and delivery methods. However in recent years, there has been a 
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growing importance of face-to-face contact in distance education, and therefore 

many DE institutions are arranging for quality student support services to link the 

gap that has been created by separation of learner and teacher. Advancements in 

telecommunication technologies have made possible the creation of two-way 

communication that DE is missing (Marew, 2002:20). However, according to Henri 

and Kaye (1995: 9) recreating the teaching learning process in a DE is a challenge 

of the area. 

In distance education interpersonal communication is replaced with some form of 

mechanical or electronic communication such as print, telephone, teleconference, 

audio, video, broadcasting, and computer by the use of one or a number of 

technological media (Keegan, 1996:45). As a result distance learner(s} profit from 

dialogue with the institution that provides the learning materials, the student will not 

be just recipient of it. This shows the importance of the acceptance of the 

provision of face-to-face contact in distance systems. However, DE institutes vary 

in their use of face- to- face session. Some distance learning institutions allow no 

contact and some others provide voluntary seminars, and still some others arrange 

compulsory seminars, induction meetings or summer schools. Yet other systems 

provide electronic meetings-linking students by audio conference, teleconferences 

or video conferences (Keegan, 1996:49) 

Those which do not allow any face-to-face contact claim that students basically 

enrolled in DE do not want to travel to colleges to attend face-ta-face sessions, 
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those who provide voluntary seminars consider that some learners may not want to 

attend yet they believe that those who need the support should get the opportunity; 

and the last group who arrange for compulsory face-to-face contact sessions claim 

that the educational experience would be inadequate with out it (keegan, 1996: 

49). 

Although distance teaching institutions vary in the provision of face-to-face contact, 

generally, there is an inclination towards arranging for effective link between the 

teacher and the learners. However, all distance education institutions have 

justifications for allowing or not allowing face-to-face contact session. 

Keegan (1996:116) remarked that if the link that has been shattered by the nature 

of DE has not been recreated, carefully developed distance education teaching 

materials may fail because the students may not open study or reciprocate in any 

way. In a similar way DE television or radio programs may go unwatched or 

unheard by the students for which they were designed. 

According to keegan (1966: 120) weak integration of the student in to the life of 

institution could result in low quality of learning, low status of distance education 

and increased number of dropouts. Moreover, lack of formal and informal network 

of support between tutors and students may affect the qualify of learning. Thus, 

Wort (1998) indicates the possibility to create student teacher interactions out side 

face - to- face contact through mediated instructions using multi-media system 

such as audio, computer teleconferencing technology and computer mediated 

communication. 
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Nunan (1992) cited in Wort (1998189) emphasizing the importance of two way 

interaction recommenc"s hat T:: institution S10U "C cesign anc ma<e avai"a"J"e a 

supportive network of prepa ratory courses, study skill development opportunities , 

course counse "ing anc" "earning support t lroUg"l "'exi"Je access to resources 

includ ing ind ividualized support from the teacher" All have to be const ructed in a 

way, w"lic"lle"p he "earners meet heir neec"" 

Thus, according to Wort (1998: 203) decentralized administra tion and decision 

ma"<in g is very essentia " to "Je responsive to stuc"ent neec"s" Acco rc"ing "y, I:l e narura 

structural hierarchy from the National Ministry of Education down to the school 

"eve" Wlere eaCl eve " (regiona, c istrict anc SC 100 organization) lac cis ti nct roes 

to play, clear role identification is essential. Because poor information flow up and 

c"own he system anc 1:"1roug"1 support ing in"'ra-structu res constraints he program " 

l e way T:: system is organizec mosty cepenc"s on t le moce" c"10sen "Jy he 

insti tution" However, course development and med ia of communication remains 

centra " to al moces of J= system" ::or examp:e, "nncia J= institutions were 

setup as sub-systems in conventional universities and adopted semi-syl labi of the 

conventiona universities to esta"J:is l crec"i"J ii ty at unc"er-g racuate eve" 

Consequently during (1972-1982) post-g raduate and diploma/certificate cou rses 

anc" science program were introc"ucec 1:"l roug "l J =, anc" hen inc"epencem sing e 

mode DE institutions were initiated with the establishment of four state open 

universities anC one \ationa Open University in ' 985" Juring his perioc" 
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multimedia approach was adopted. Today, there are 35 conventional universities 

and four open universities in India that offer DE (Manjulinka, 1996:174). 

In china, DE is organized as correspondence education through 443 conventional 

institutions and broad casting through radio and TV Universities (Manjulika, 1996: 

111). China is the first country to use radio and TV for educational purposes. The 

correspondence courses follow the established plans and outlines of regular 

courses offered on campus. The correspondence teaching activities include self

leaming, face-to-face interaction, tuition assignment, laboratory courses, field work, 

course design, a graduation project and oral degree of the production, thesis or 

examination. Correspondence teaching materials include textbooks, reference 

books and a few audio- videocassettes. 

In order to strengthen organization and management of DE the institutions have 

set up study centers in local education institutions. For example, Pakistan has 

network of 30 regional and sub-regional offices, 45 model study centers and about 

425 study centers in all parts of the country operating at federal and provincial level 

(Siddinqui 1993). The study centers provide opportunities for interaction between 

the leamer(s) and the tutor (Mangulinka, 1996:177). 

Countries differ in the delivery structure they choose and the way they organize 

DE. However, the central issue is providing better student support service so that 

the gap between the teacher and the learner is minimized and quality learning will 

take place. For example, the AIIama Iqbal Open University (AIOU) of Pakistan 
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established a four level institutional set up to provide better student support 

service. Level one consists of three regional administrative offices that would be 

centralized centers for student admission, counseling and study resources; level 

two includes model study centers with increased facilities which would include 

counseling services to student during enrolment periods and equity services at 

other times; level three consists of satellite centers for small range of courses that 

would be linked to the main model study centers of regional office through senior 

tutors; and level four involves remote centers which have limited equipment and 

facilities (AIQU, 1986). 

Realizing the role of human factor in DE AL-Quis Open University in Jordan has 

introduced tutoring and counseling which distinguishes it from other open 

universities. In Turkey, the content of courses of DE serves as information centers. 

In Thailand, students buy textbooks and handouts or attend classes on campus. 

No DE media are specially designed for home based students. (Manjnlinka, 

1996:179) 

In Africa, in a similar way, the organization and delivery structure of DE varies from 

country to country. In Zambia the academic staff in the school is responsible for 

teaching both internal and external students while the department provide and 

dispatch study materials and maintaining study records. Course development and 

tutoring are handled by the academic staff of the various teaching departments and 

schools of university (Majnjulinka, 1996:186). In Sudan Open Learning University 

has established study centers mostly in towns and refugee settlements where 
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students meet four times in a month to work in groups and to receive tutorial 

support from tutors (Elisdigg, 1995). 

However, any country that has attempted to mediate the gap between the learners 

and teachers be it by arranging for face-to-face contact sessions or using 

technology has experienced certain problems. For example, where face-to-face 

contact sessions are preferred, challenges such as improperly functioning study 

centers, insufficient teaching learning facilities, and unsatisfactory facility to and 

from the centre, insufficient classes to accommodate tutorial sessions (Majulinka, 

1996: 181). 

Where both course development and tutoring are handled by the academic staff of 

the teaching departments, according to Siacewena (1989) lecturers with full 

teaching load tend to dislike teaching distance students and prepare course 

materials hastily and not in time, aSSignments are not evaluated and commented 

on and returned to the students on time. 

Experiences of both developed and developing countries so far witness that DE 

institutions are organized in a number of different ways based on the model they 

adopted. However, course development and student support services are the 

major operational activities. Nowadays student support services receive greater 

attention though the arrangement for them varies greatly. 

With regard to the use of media in DE system print-media is the main and central 

delivery method supplemented by any other form available to facilitate the 

communication and interaction between the teacher and the learner in almost in all 

countries (Manjulinka, 1996:199). 
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2.4.3. Leadership in Distance Education Projects 

Leadership is in the heart of effective and successful management. In DE project, 

leadership is by large concerned with motivating and building sense of commitment 

in both support staff and academic staff so that they perform tasks and activities on 

time. Getting things done on time according to the plan is a very difficult task. To 

do so usually results in failure of the project because of the increased cost. 

. Therefore, according to DAY (1994: 7) empowering people with certain authority to 

enable them to make job related decisions is important. DE managers should work 

hard to address the learners need to survive . Thus, they must have well equipped 

with the basic managerial skills. In other word mangers require leadership quality, 

which will enable them to arouse people's enthusiasm to work hard and direct their 

efforts to fulfill plans and accomplish objectives (Shermerhorn , 1996:5). In todays 

changing work environment, managerial success depends much on the manger's 

willingness and skill to exercise leadership through empowerment (Shermerhorn , 

1996:100.) One of the essential components of leadership is a belief in people. 

Recognizing the unique qualities of others helps to value the people's talent and 

capacity and allow them to contribute their best. However, the majority accepts 

that a good leadership quality requires defining and establishing a sense of 

mission, accepting of leadership as responsibility rather than rank, setting goals, 

priorities and standards and keeping them all clear, visible and maintaining them. 

It also needs staffing the project with talented people and developing capable 

subordinates (Shermehorn, 1996). Several theories of leadership have attempted 

to identify and define leadership qualities. 
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In DE leadership refers to motivating people who are taking part in basic functions 

of DE such as course development, production and distribution; and student 

support services to effectively and efficiently achieve the objectives. 

2.4.4 Controlling Mechanism in Distance Education Projects 

As defined by Shermerhorn (1996:6) "controlling is the process of measuring work 

performance, comparing result with objectives and taking corrective actions as 

needed." Through controlling mangers maintain active contact with people in the 

cou rse of their work, gather and interpret reports on performance and use them for 

constructive change. Controlling involves the process of monitoring performance 

and taking actions to ensure desired result. The control process generally involves 

four steps such as establishing performance objectives and standards, measuring 

actual performance, comparing actual performance with objectives and standards 

and taking necessary action to correct or improve the situation (Shermerhorn, 

1996:116.) 

Distance education as an institution that involves people in varies functions in its 

system, requires effective controlling mechanisms. Controlling in DE may be more 

complex than conventional system for it hardly allows immediate supervision. 

However, according to Shermerhorn (1996) the common management failure is 

unwillingness or inability to specifically measure the performance accomplishments 

of people at work. 

There are different control mechanisms in education system such as management 

by objective, compensation and benefits and employee discipline system. However 
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which control mechanism suits remains the responsibility of mangers according to 

the characteristics of their institutions. 

Controlling is an essential, on-going activity where the emphasis is always on 

utilizing people, resources and technology to the best advantage, if it is to function 

effectively, communication of the right information at the right time and among the 

right people, is essential. lC.eople must know what is expected of them in terms of 

task performance. It is desirable to set-up routine system for reporting and drawing 

to management's attention the need to take action including measurements of 

time, cost and performance against plans and schedules (Shermerhorn, 1996: 114). 

Day (1994:8) viewing controlling from project management point of view says 

controlling should clearly identify who the people are, what their responsibilities 

are, what the program/project is, the budget and any other pertinent details, He 

adds, control is not maintained simply by adhering to a plan which has failed in 

some manner, that is, it needs to be flexible. 

The other concept under controlling is monitoring, which means a system of 

continuous information gathering for the use of project manager. Monitoring 

consists of several key indicators needed by project managers. These key 

indicators are generally of two types: input indicators and output indicators. 

According to Magnen (1991) monitoring must be an integral part of a project to be 

effective. Main indicators to be collected, the collection method and sources, the 

persons in charge and the cost of monitoring should be taken into consideration. 

However, experiences show that project monitoring has not always been effective 
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due to lack of managers' motivation, excessive complexity, cost of monitoring 

system, or inadequate integration of this system in to the project. 

I n practice, monitoring is useful if the indicators to be collected are few and 

correspond to key management problems such as disbursement, costs and 

implementation delays (Magnen, 1991 :120). 

2.5. Success and Failure of Distance Education Projects 

2.5.1. Success of Distance Education Projects 

Success of DE systems depends on various factors such as accreditation quality 

(accepted by every other university in the country), economies of scope and 

economies of scale, political support, flexibility and organization (Manjulinka, 

1996:49; Robinson, 1996:24; Dodds and Edlringha, 2000: 1 05) 

The open university of UK is the best example. Graduates of Open University of 

UK have been accepted by every other British University in post-graduate courses 

with out question. They are recognized as good as any other graduates. The 

quality of the courses is seen and is commended by the academics in other 

universities. Academics all over Britain accept that the Open University has 

succeeded (Perry, 1986: 15; Keegan, 1996:29). Thus, the number of enrollees is 

increasing every year and the system retains hundreds of thousands of students. It 

became evident that in both developed and developing countries, DE made 

possible the production of great number of trained manpower relatively with less 

cost and didactically sound materials . This shows that the success of DE partly 

depends on economies of scope and economies of scale (Keegan, 1996:214). DE 

in Tanzania for primary school teachers is an example. 
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Projects unable to attract political support to ensure national funding and 

integration into national education structures have failed (Dodds and Ediringha, 

2000:104). Many programs, particularly those started with external funding often 

fail because they don't pay adequate attention during the pilot stages to the issue 

of institutionalization and so poorly integrated into the administration and 

professional fabric of the education system. For example, the Interactive Radio 

Instruction Project in Kenya (Robinson 1996:24). 

Flexibility is a key to successful non-formal education programs in general. 

However, many of the DE institutions studied are parts of government ministries, 

which operate in the guidelines, regulations and administrative structures of the 

parent ministries. Such bodies have little freedom or self-control in matters of 

staffing, initiating programs and finance. Decisions are taken according to criteria, 

which are not sensitive to the needs and characteristics of open learning. This 

often constraints their development (Dodds and Ediringha, 2000: 1 05; Manjulinka, 

1996:18). Study by Garrido (1991) in Manjulinka (1996:203) reveals that most 

students enrolled in the DE in Venezuela dropped out because of inconvenient 

timetable in conventional institutions. 

Ofori (1993) expresses that in Africa DE needs the cooperative effort of educators, 

planners and governments particularly in the areas such as infra-structure and 

research, the training of specialists, and the production and acquisitions of 

materials which are very important for the success of DE. To improve two way 

communications, indigenous channels of commun ication should be adequately 
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developed and there must be adequate local experts. DE study also requires 

discipline and commitment on the part of learner and the management of time they 

spend studying on their own. 

2.5.2. Causes for the Failure of Distance Education Projects 

Recent approach is to re-integrate the teaching acts, which have been limited 

due to distance. Therefore, rnany countries are arranging for reintegration of 

teaching acts as much as possible because where there is poor integration 

distance students tend to dropout. Moreover, the quality and the status of learning 

at a distance may be questioned in those institutions in which the reintegration of 

teaching acts is not satisfactorily achieved (Keegan, 1996:20). 

Dodds' (2000: 1 07) evidence suggests that the quality of learner support has strong 

effect on pass rates. Quality support depends on training for the supervisors or 

tutors especially in tutoring distance students. 

Guy (1991) in Abenehus and Kenworthy (1996:45) states that there are no 

guidelines or proven methods for success in dealing with problems in the 

developing world. There are diversified responses among which some are at times 

arrogant and misconceived and result in failure. For example In Jordan, an Open 

university of AI-Quis , being the first University in Arab, faced a challenge of how to 

make people appreciate innovative system of DE packages (Majulinka, 1996:181). 

In addition to this, there is a problem of high dropouts frorn the Open University. 

The drop out rate is considerable in mid - course because students give up study 

because the work is getting harder, the material tougher and the marks lower, or 

because the students have failed to gain some special knowledge. 
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In Turkey, the attempt of DE was not a success because it was hastily conceived , 

never integrated into total education system (Ordil, 1979). However, the impetus of 

DE was given by the new constitution and as a result Council for Higher Education 

was created which led to the establishment of DE Faculty at Anadolu University in 

1982. It is the only higher education institution involved in DE in Turkey (Sozen, 

1993). In Turkey, because of the speed with which open education was conceived 

and implemented, it has got a greatest obstacle to full implementation due to lack 

of resources (Mc, Issac, 1988; Manjulinka, 1996:183). 

In Africa, DE has begun with the establishment of University of South Africa, the 

world's first open university in 1947 (van as, 1985). However, provision of DE in 

Africa has lacked resources and continuity even though many countries have 

introduced it (Manjulinka, 1996: 183). Despite some achievements, DE on the 

continent remains under developed and undervalued. 

In Zambia, the DE department had difficulty in maintaining standards over the 

years. It chose the modes of DE developed at the university of New England and 

Australia, which is unsuitable for developing countries in several ways. The system 

requires students attend the university fulltime for their final year of studies. This 

mechanism helps to ensure the maintenance of standards and is a pleasant 

experience for those students who can take advantage of it. But it debars those 

who can not be released by their employers or those who are with responsibilities 

that makes residence impossible from taking the advantage. Another difficulty lies 

in the procedures for course production. University lectures were obliged to 

develop materials under the terms of their contract as part of regular work. 
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This is like a recipe for disaster where there were barely enough qualified people to 

fill key posts as academics in the university (Manjulinka, 1996:184). 

The dropout rate in Sudan Open Learning University is high. Out of 1,297 

registered in 1980, 474 discontinued their studies which put drop outs at 40 

percent. The main reason for dropout can be related to the mobility of the refugees 

when searching for work or that the educational materials prepared may be a 

higher level than their educational capacity. The second problem which faces the 

unit is the fact that its finance totally depends on international aid which is generally 

irregular and results in delays and postponement to many activities (Manjulinka, 

1996: 193). 

New Zealand has a long tradition of DE at all levels, however, the lack of 

coordination among providers is the problem most commonly identified (Arger, 

1993). In Papua Guinea, lack of adequate infrastructure, suitably qualified tutors, 

material production system, and technological capacity constrain the development 

of DE. There is also lack of trained national staff entering the field of DE, especially 

in the area of curriculum development (Manjulinka , 1996:198). 

2.6. Cost Effectiveness of Distance Education Projects 

Bishop (1989:168) says in many cases DE costs less than traditional methods of 

instruction when it is a case of a country wanting to distribute its best teaching over 

a wide area to many millions of people, and then distance teaching can save 

money. 
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The capital costs of a correspondence education program, not counting the radio 

and television that might go with it amounts to little more than the cost of office

space and equipment. Full time instruction by correspondence plus broadcasts can 

be given at about the same cost as regular school instruction, if the number of 

students is reasonably large. In Japan, secondary schooling by corresponding and 

broadcasts can be offered at lower (half) cost than regular school instruction. It 

involves far fewer teachers and Just as effective as traditional school education 

(Keegan, 1991 :168). 

Instruction using television is more costly as compared with that of radio programs. 

Even though instructional TV is more expensive than use of radio, it can still be 

less costly in certain circumstance than instruction by traditional methods. 

Early analysis of the Mexican telescundaria suggested that it was cost-effective 

compared with conventional schools, but more recently its relative cost has risen 

(Perraton, 2000). Several other studies such as Jamison, Klees and wells (1978); 

Perraton (1982) and Zhir (1992) show that DE has a potential to be more cost 

effective than comparable conventional education (Keegan, 1996:96). 

The supervised study centers in Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe, show that the 

system can work and be less costly per student enrolled than the conventional 

alternative (Perraton, 1992). In Malawi, the cost of educating a student in the study 

center system is between 1/4th and 1/5th of the cost of the student in a secondary 

school (Curran and Murphy, 1992 in Manjulinka 1996:96). 
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According to Keegan (1996:103) the issue of costs is extremely difficult to 

generalize. Cost per participant is also very difficult to calculate because of their 

flexible nature. 

2.7. Financing of Distance Education Projects in Developing 

Countries 

In Papua Guinea, DE is the nationally organized structure where provincial 

governments playa financing role in the establishment of university centers in their 

provinces but the management of those centers remains the responsibility of the 

university (Manjulinka, 1996:195). In Sudan, financing of DE totally depends on 

international aid which is generally irregular, resulting in delays and postponement 

to many activities (Manjulinka, 1996:193). In India, the responsibility for making 

adequate provision for educational facilities rests mainly with the government. 

Therefore, recognized private institutions receive substantial funds from the 

government and partly by the students in the form of fees, and through 

endowments and philanthropic contributions (Magnen, 1996:134). 

In India, financing of DE institutes doesn't have definite pattern. The university 

grant commission has been providing some support to the conventional 

universities for initiating correspondence programs. In contrast to the conventional 

universities, a substantial portion of income comes from the student fees. The rest 

of the finance is provided by the parent university from their own budget. National 

Open university of India funded directly with the Ministry of Human Resource 

Development unlike the other central universities whose sources of fund are a 

number of international agencies. The state open Universities depend on income 
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from student fees to a far greater extent than Indira Ghandi National Open 

University (IGNOU) (Singh. 1992). IGNOU also disburse grants to state open 

universities for the purpose of coordination and determination of standards in open 

universities (Manjulinka, 1996: 136). 

In Thailand, financial support for DE mainly comes from student fees, from 

government, from central acceptance and investment. The sources and forms of 

support vary from one institution to another. 

Donor Support has been a traditional safety net for the government in protecting 

much of the education system from the effects of constraints over the years. It has 

reached now a point where many of donors are heavily involved in supporting the 

educational sector (Wort, 1990:58). 

To sum up, there is no uniformity in financing DE institutions all over the world . 

Each country follows any possible way that could enable it to get adequate 

financial resource for the DE system. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Presentation, Analysis and Interpretation of the Data 

This chapter presents the general characteristics of the sample population in terms 

of sex, age, marital status, work experience, qualifications and field of study. Then 

it present the analysis and interpretations of the data based on the responses 

obtained from the respondents. 

3.1. Characteristics of the Population 

All second-cycle (5-8) primary school teachers registered to attend the DE project 

in the SNNPR, coordinators of all 23 tutorial centers and coordinators at the 

regional level were the population of the study. The sample was taken from the 23 

tutorial centers on the basis of the distance from the centre (Awassa) and the 

number of students to be served in the tutorial centre. Thus, 10 tutorial centers 

were purposely selected to be the sample of the study. Among the total population 

of distance students in the 10 tutorial centers, 400 students were randomly 

selected to be the subject of the study. In addition, all the coordinators of the 10 

tutorial centers and six coordinators at the regional level were included in the 

sample purposefully. 

Questionnaires, interview and document analysis were the data collecting 

instruments employed. Two sets of questionnaires were designed for coordinators 

and distance students to collect necessary data for the study. A set of 

questionnaires designed to the distance students were administered through 

tutorial centre coordinators. Accordingly, out of 400 questionnaires administered 

380 (95%) were completely filled and returned. With regard to the coordinators all 

10 questionnaires administered to the tutorial centre coordinators and, 6 

questionnaires administered to regional coordinators (100%) were fully filled and 
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returned . Moreover structured interview was conducted by the researcher with all 

coordinators to make the data gathered through questionnaires more reliable. 

Relevant documents were also studied to crosscheck the information available for 

the management of the project. Thus analysis that follows was made based on the 

responses obtained from respondents in an integrated approach. But since the 

number of coordinators at the regional level was very small no percentages were 

calculated and presented in a table rather they are presented in statement from 

where necessary. 

Table 1. Description of Respondents by Sex and Age 

Respondents 

No Items Distance students Tutorial Centre 
Coordinators 

NO % No 
1. Sex 

Male 328 86.3 9 
Female 52 13.7 I 

Total 380 100 10 
2. Al(e 

<20 0 2 0 
21-30 22 5.8 I 
31-40 186 48.9 3 
41-50 148 38.9 4 
51 < 24 6.3 2 

Total 380 100 10 

The overall picture of the table above shows that the over whelming majority of 

both respondents were male. This is due to the small proportion of female students 

and coordinators in the population. With regard to the age of the respondents. the 

majority of both respondents 358(94.2%) of students and 90% of coordinators 

respectively were above 31 year. This implies that both respondents are matured 

adults. 
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Table 2. Description of Respondents According to Martial Status 

Respondents 

Marital Status Distance Students Coordinators 

NO % No 

Married 354 93.2 9 

Unmarried 21 5.5 1 

Divorced 0 0 0 

Widowed 5 1.3 0 

Total 380 100 10 

As can be seen from table 2, the overwhelming majority 93.2% of distance 

students and 9 out of 10 coordinators respectively were married. This implies that 

much of distance students are adults with family responsibilities and social 

commitments. 

Table 3. Description of Respondents by Qualification and Work 

Experience 

Qualification 
Distance Students Coordinators 

Work No 
experience in Certificate 

Certificate Diploma Diploma Degree Master Doctor 

years No % No 0/0 No % No % No No % No % 
1- 5 5 1.3 I 
6-10 16 4.2 3 
11-15 45 11.8 11 2.9 2 I 
16-20 102 26.8 10 2.6 2 
21-25 116 30.5 I 

Above 25 75 19.7 I 

Total 359 94.8 21 5.5 10 
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Regarding the work experience and qualification of respondents the over all picture 

in the table above indicates that the majority 359(94.5%) of distance students had 

certificate from Teachers Training Institute. This confirms with objectives of the 

project that the target groups for the project were teachers with certificate from TTl. 

Concerning work experience of distance students, the majority of respondents 356 

(94.5%) has been teaching for more than 15 years. This may imply that 

considerable attention has been given to service years. Moreover, it indicates that 

distance students are matured and highly experienced teachers. 

Table 3 also indicates that all of the distance education project coordinators were 

first degree holders with teaching experience ranging from 1 year to over 25 years. 

However, the data also revealed that almost all coordinators stayed on the 

coordinating position for less than two years. This may be due to the high turnover 

of school principals (coordinators). To this end, all the coordinators were found to 

be subject specialists with no orientation in educational management. Therefore, 

they lack experience and orientation to effectively manage the DE project. 

3.2. Presentation, Analysis and Interpretations of the 

Data 

In this section analysis of the data gathered through questionnaires, interview and 

documents were analyzed systematically in an integrated way. Responses from 

distance students, tutorial center coordinators and regional coordinators on similar 

issues were presented together in tables and then analyzed. 
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The analysis of the information gathered through the questionnaires was made by 

rearranging and bringing together question items that address similar issues from 

sets of questionnaires filled by both distance students and coordinators for the 

sake of integrated way of analysis. Besides, information gathered through 

interview and document analyses were analyzed in an integrated approach. 

The analysis was made on the basis of basic functions of DE system such as 

production and distribution of materials, delivery structure and organization, 

provisions and arrangements of student support services, and appropriateness of 

the use and selection of media. 

Table 4. Defining Distance Education Project Objectives 

Coordinators 
Item No 

Do you think the objectives of DE project in the 
region are obj ectively defined? 

A. Yes I 

B. No 7 
C. Not Sure 2 

Total 10 

According to Marrus (1989) a clearly defined and articulate mission statement and 

objectives are essential to the development of successful distance learning. 

However. the table above indicates that the majority of respondents seven out of 

ten responded that the objectives of the DE project were not clearly defined and 2 

of them responded that they were not sure. Regarding responses of the regional 

coordinators , the responses vary. REB respondents responded that they were not 

sure; the ACTE unit coordinators responded that objectives were not clearly 

defined and Beso representatives responded that the objectives were clearly 
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defined. Moreover, the interview responses confirm that the DE project objectives 

were not clearly and realistically defined. On the contrary, the document analyzed 

showed that the objectives were defined in an expressed way in the project 

document as well as the project implementation manual prepared by ACTE. 

In general, the above findings reveal that the objectives were clearly defined, 

however, they were not well communicated to the concerned bodies at all 

management levels. This implies that there is lack of coordination and effective 

communication. Moreover, some responses of open ended questions indicated 

that the planning process was not properly undertaken. As the whole, the findings 

imply that there was a problem of communication and coordination rather than 

definition of objectives. 

Table 5. Identification of Roles of Individuals and Institutions 

Respondents 

No Items No 

1. The role that individuals and institutions play to execute 

the plan are clearly identified 

A. Strongly agree 0 

B. Agree 3 

C . Disagree 7 

D. Strongly disagree 0 

Total 10 

2. If your response for question nQ 1 is disagree or 

"strongly disagree" what areas do you observe 

unidentified? 1 

A. Roles of REB 's 1 

B. Roles of BE SO 0 

C. Roles of ACTE 3 

D. Roles of zonal departments 4 

E. Roles ofWoreda Educational Offices 1 

F. Roles of tutorial centers 

Total 10 
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According to the table above, the majority (70%) of the respondents responded 

that the roles of various individuals and institutions that took part in the project 

implementation are not clearly identified. Roles of zonal Education Departments 

and Wereda Education offices were among the areas whose roles were reported to 

be unidentified. Moreover, some responses to the open-ended question items 

indicated that the project was not well organized and it had no responsible and 

accountable body for its implementation In general. Thus , it can be deduced that 

the project lacks clear role identification of all bodies that took part in its 

implementation. 

Table 6. Delivery Methods and Media Selected 

Respondents 

No Items NQ 

l. What delivery methods are selected to run the DE proj ect? 

a. Print 10 

b. Broadcast 8 

c. Video 6 

d. Satellite 0 

e. Audio 9 

Total 

2. Do you think the methods and media selected are effective? 

a. Yes 10 

b. No 0 

Total 10 
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The overall picture of the table above shows that print material is the major DE 

delivery method followed by audio and video cassette. However, about 80% of the 

respondents didn't believe that the delivery methods selected were effective. Some 

responses to open-ended question items confirmed that the major delivery method 

i.e. print materials could not be effectively implemented. 

Table 7. The use of Radio and Television. 

Students Coordinators 

No Items No % No 

Are there radio and lor television programs to support 
I. the students of DE project? 

a. Yes 8 2.1 0 

h. No 372 97. 8 

c. I don ' t know 0 9 2 

0 

Total 380 10 10 

0 

Table 7 above depicted that the overwhelming majority of respondents 372 

(97.9%) of distance learners and 8 coordinators out of 10 respectively responded 

that there was no radio and/or television program to facilitate the project 

implementation. However, the document analyzed indicated that the use of radio 

and television was designed in the project document. This may imply that the 

project is not implemented as planned. On the contrary, substantial number of 

regional coordinators confirmed that there were radio and televis ion programs. 

Different responses for the same questions above may ind icate that there was a 

communication gap among the regional coordinators, tutorial centre coordinators 

and the distance learners. 
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Although documents analyzed and interview made with regional coordinators 

indicated that certain attempts were made to develop radio and lor TV programs 

for transmission due to absence of responsible body and lack of budget (to some 

extent) the programs could not be transmitted . In general, it was hardly possible to 

say there are radio and l or television programs in the DE project. 

Table 8. Planning of Distance Education Project 

Respondents 

No Items No 

1. Do you think the second-cycle DE proj ect is jointly planned 

and with concerned government bodies? 

a. Yes 1 

b. No 3 

c. I don 't know 6 

Total 10 

The overall picture of respondents in the above table shows that the majority 6 out 

of 10 respondents didn't know whether the planning process was undertaken in 

collaboration with the concerned bodies or not. However, all coordinators at the 

regional level and documents studied revealed that the concerned bodies were 

participated in the planning process. Thus, the variation of responses from regional 

and tutorial center coordinators may be due to the fact that planning of projects 

usually takes place at the top management level allowing little room for the 

participation of lower level managers. Though the project was jointly planned with 

the concerned bodies, the findings indicated that the project was not well 

communicated to the project implementing bodies such as tutorial center 

coordinators effectively. 
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Table 9. The project's link with the National Policy and Financial 

Support from Government 

Respondents 
No Items No 
I. Do you think the second-cycle DE project has the necessary 

link with the national policy? 
a. Yes 6 
b. No 1 
c. To some extent 1 
d. I don't know 2 

Total 10 
2. Does the project get financial support from Regional / National 

budget? 
a. Yes 0 
b. No 2 
c. To some extent 0 
d. I don 't know 8 

Total 10 

Table 9 above depicts that the majority 60% of the coordinators confirmed that the 

project has the necessary link with the national policy. Similarly, interview 

responses and information gathered from regional coordinators go in harmony with 

that of tutorial center coordinators. 

With regard to financial support from the government, the overwhelming majority 

80% of tutorial centre coordinators didn't know whether there was financial support 

from the government or not. However, data from regional coordinators, on the 

contrary, reveal that the project received little financial support from the 

government. This implies that tutorial center coordinators lack knowledge about 

the source of project finance because much of their responsibility is to manage 

specific tasks. The reason for inadequate financial support from the government 

may be due to the fact that the projects received financial support from 8eso. 
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Table 10. Administrative Procedures and Regulations 

Respondents 
Item No 

Do you think there is appropriate admi nistrative procedures and regulations 

to manage the DE project in an orderly manner? 
0 

a. Yes 3 
b. No I 

c. To some extent 
6 

d. I don't know 

Total 10 

The overall picture of Table 10 above shows that the majority of the respondents 

60% didn't know whether there were administrative procedures and regulations 

and 30% also responded that there were no administrative procedures appropriate 

to manage the DE project in the region . This indicates that about 90% of the 

coordinators were working without any formal administrative procedures. 

Moreover, information from regional level coordinators was consistent with tutorial 

center coordinators that the majority 66.6% replied that there was no administrative 

procedures and regulations. Surprisingly, the document at the region revealed that 

there existed clear administrative procedures and regulations. Therefore , it can be 

deduced that the DE project implementing bodies didn't use the project document 

as a guideline for implementation. Even at the region level the concerned bodies 

do not refer the documents. This may be due to lack of commitment, lack of sense 

of responsibility and accountability. Moreover, the high turnover of the 

representatives may contribute to the unawareness. 
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Table 11. Identification of Tasks for the Project Execution 

Respondents 

No Items No 

J. Do you think all tasks to be accomplished are clearly identified 

for the execution of the projects? 

a. Yes 0 

b. No 8 

c. I don't know 2 

Total 10 

2. If your response for the above question is "No" what are the 

outcomes? (You can give more than one answer) 

a. Overlapping tasks and responsibilities 6 

b. Delay of some main activities 7 

c . Coordination problem 2 

Total 

The overall picture of table 11 depicts that the overwhelming majority 80% of 

respondents believed that tasks were not clearly identified for execution. They 

reasoned out that there were some overlapping tasks and responsibilities as well 

as delay of some main activities. Data from regional coordinators and interview 

response also confi rmed that tasks were not clearly identified for execution. 

However, the project document studied clearly states that tasks to be 

accomplished. 

Thus, the findings indicate that though the tasks were clearly stated, they were not 

well communicated to the concerned bodies by the top level managers to the 

project implementing bodies. Thus, in turn implies lack of coordination in the 

project implementation. 
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Table 12. Communication Channel and Project Implementing Agencies 

Respondent 

No Items No 

I. Is there clear communication channel that clearly shows who 

should repot to whom,? 

a. Yes 4 

b. No 4 

c. To some extent 1 

d. I don't know 1 

Total 10 

2. Are the agencies and individuals that implement DE project in the 

region clearly identified? 

a. Yes 1 

b. No 1 

c. To some extent 4 

d. I don't know 4 

Total 10 

According to the table above, significant number 4 out of 10 the respondent 

responded that there was no clear communication channel which specifies who 

should report to whom. Moreover, interview responses strengthen the fact that 

lack of a clear communication channel and weak identification of parties involved in 

the project implementation as a major constraints of the project. In addition, the 

number of respondents 4 out of 10 who responded 'I don't know' for item number 2 

of them justify that there was weak and ineffective communication channel. This 

may imply poor organization of the project implementation. 
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No 

1. 

2. 

Table 13. Distribution of Course Materials to the Distance Students on 

Time 

Respondents 

Distance Coordinators 

Studeuts 

Items No % No 

Are course materials distributed to distance students 

on time? 

a. Always 42 11.1 0 

b. Sometimes 244 64.2 3 

c. Rarely 18 20.5 6 

d. Never 16 4.2 1 

Total 380 100 10 

If your response for item nQ 1 is "rarely" or "never" 

what do you think the possible cause is? (You can 

give more than one answer). 10 10.9 0 

a. The course producers are over loaded 42 45.6 2 

b. Shortage of vehicles and budget 12 13 1 

c. Absence of full time workers 8 8.7 4 

d. All of the above 20 21.7 0 

e. No response 

Total 92 100 7 

The overall pictu re of Table 13 shows that there was a great problem of on time 

course material distribution. The majority of the respondents 64.2% and 100% of 

distance students and coordinators respectively responded that the course 
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materials were not distributed on time due to shortage of vehicles, budget and 

absence of full time workers. 

Interview responses also revealed that poor organization and coordination were 

factors accountable for the irregular course materials distribution. According to 

report of some DE students sometimes they sit for exams without receiving course 

materials. Thus delay of course materials seriously affected the learning process at 

distance in the region. 

In general, the findings indicated that course materials were not distributed to the 

distance learners on time so that the students couldn't progress well with their 

study. The data from regional coordinators were also in consistent with that of the 

students and tutorial centre coordinators. 
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Table 14. Submission of Assignments on Time 

Respondents 

Items No % 

Do you submit assignments to your tutor time? 

a. Always 56 14.7 

b. Sometimes 42 11.1 

c. Rarely 210 55.3 

d. Not at all 72 18.9 

Total 10 100 

If your answer for the above question is "Rarely" or "Not at all" what 

is the reason? (you can circle more than one) 

a. Difficulty of the assignments 10 3.2 

b. Shortage oftime 32 11.3 

c. Absence of tutors 0 0 

d. Late arrival of modules 190 67.4 

e. Workload from the school 50 17.7 

Total 282 100 

The table above shows that the majority (55.3%) of the respondents replied that 

they rarely submit assignments on time and significant number 18.9 % responded 

that they had never submitted assignments on time. 

As indicated in the table, delay of course materials and shortage of time of distance 

students due to the work load from their respective schools were the major 

reasons. This implies that delay of course materials has negative impact on 

feedback system and could affect the quality of learning. 
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Table 15. Guidance and Counseling Service 

Respondents 

Distance Coordinators 

Students 

No Items No 0/0 No 

l. Does the DE proj ect provide guidance and counseling 

service to the students? 

A. Always 70 18.4 0 

B. Sometimes 98 25 .8 3 

c. Rarely 114 30.0 2 

D. Never 98 25.8 5 

Total 380 100 10 

2. If your response to the above question is 'rarely' or 

' not at all ' what do you think the reason is? 

A. Lack of skilled personnel 60 28.3 0 

B. Lack of budget 112 52.8 3 

C. It is not planned 40 18.9 4 

Total 212 100 7 

Table 15 above generally depicts that the majority of distance students (55.8%) as 

well as coordinators 7 out of 10 replied that the guidance and counseling service is 

provided rarely and not at all. This implies that the provision of guidance and 

counseling service varies from one tutorial centre to the other. In some tutorial 

centers it is adequately provided and in some others it is inadequate and nil in 

some others. This may be on one hand due to lack of skilled personnel , lack of 

adequate budget and appropriate plan and on the other hand due to the location 

of tutorial centers. Thus, the findings revealed that there is no fair and equal 

guidance and counseling service provision to distance students. 
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No 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Table 16. Face - to - Face Contact Sessions in Distance Education Project 

Respondents 

Items Yes No 

No 0/0 No % 

Is there any fact-to-face sessIOn arranged for 

students In the DE project to facilitate the 

learning process? If yes, please specify. 10 0 10 100 

Do you think the face-to-face tutorial session is 

effectively managed? 0 0 10 100 

Are the face-to-face tutorial sessions taken place 

according to the schedule? 2 20 8 80 

Are the tutors willing to help the students? 0 0 10 100 

Table 16 above shows that all (100%) of the respondents responded that the 

project had recognized the importance of face-to-face contact and arranged for it. 

All the respondents indicated that the type of face-to-face contact arranged was 

periodical tutoring at a tutorial centers. The documents also revealed that three 

tutorial sessions were arranged to be conducted for each semester. The data from 

regional coordinators were in consistent with that of tutorial centre coordinators. 

Generally, face-to-face tutorials were the major a student support service arranged 

to mitigate the problems the students may face because of complete separation 

from the teacher and to facilitate the learning process. 

Where as with regard to the management of the tutorial sessions, surprisingly 

100% of the respondents indicated that it was not effective. According to 

responses of open ended questions shortage of qualified and experienced 

teachers 4 out of 10 inadequate time given to tutorial sessions (30%) high 

absenteeism of distance students due to inconvenient time and place were the 
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factors that contributes to the ineffectiveness of the tutorial sessions. Regional 

representatives and a report by Beso team also indicated that the tutorial sessions 

arranged were not implemented effectively. 

In general , the findings depicted that the management of the tutorial sessions 

arranged to facilitate and enhance the learning process of DE failed to meet the 

objectives they were designed for. 

Concerning the motivation of tutors to help the students, all respondents (100%) 

stated that tutors lake motivation. As reported in the open ended questions, it is 

because the tutors were not satisfied with the amount they were paid. The 

information gathered through interview and some open-ended questions strongly 

supported the fact that the amount the tutors paid did not match the amount of 

work they are expected to do. This implies that the project lacks fair provision of 

incentives and benefits. 

Moreover, most tutors complained that the payment was not only unfair but also 

not timely. As a result , most tutors did not want to render tutorial service. The high 

workload the tutors were expected to accomplish in their respective schools was 

another factor that resulted in lack of motivation of tutors. 

Therefore, it could be deduced that tutors assigned to accomplish certain tasks in 

the implementation of DE project lack motivation and willingness to provide 

adequate and quality support to the distance students. 

The table that follows presents the distance learners responses on the benefits and 

problems of face-to-face tutorial sessions. 
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Table 17: Advantages and Problems of Face-To-Face Tutorial Sessions 

Respondents 
No Items No % 
1. To what extent do you think face-to-face tutorial helped you to 

understand your lesson? 
a. Very great extent 172 45.3 
b. Great extent 128 33.7 
c. Not at all 80 21.0 

Total 380 100 
2. If your answer for the question above is " not at all what do you 

think the problem is? 
a. Lack of experience of tutors 0 0 
b. The time is too short 24 30 
c. The tutors are not competent 24 30 
d. Lack of reference books for tutors 0 0 
e. All of the above 32 40 

Total 80 100 
3. Do you think that the tutors can competently give the tutorials? 

a. Yes 220 68.8 
b. No 160 31.2 

Total 380 100 

Table 17 depicts that the overwhelming majority of the respondents (79%) 

responded that face-to-face tutorial helped them in understanding and 

conceptualizing their lesson. However, significant number (21%) of the 

respondents responded that it has no benefit because of shortage of the tutorial 

time (30%), incompetence of tutors (30%) lack of experience of tutors and, lack of 

reference books (40%). Moreover, significant number of respondents (31.2) 

replied that the tutors were not competent enough to render adequate and quality 

tutorial service. This may be due to the fact that some tutorial centers which are 

far away form the center and do not have competent teachers (at least who have 

first degree) at sufficient number. Moreover some students indicated in their 

responses to open-ended questions that they would rather be given tutorials by 
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college instructors. This may indicate that significant number of distance students 

is not satisfied with the competence of the tutors rendering tutorials. 

Table 18. Support from Tutorial Centers to the Students 

Respondents 

No Items No % 

1. Do you receive any support from your tutorial centre in addition to material 

distribution? 

a. Yes 136 35.8 

b. No 244 64.2 

Total 380 100 

2. If your answer for the above question is "Yes" what type of service is it? 

a. Audio and lor video cassette 

b. Laboratory service 24 17.4 

c. Library services 20 14.5 

d. Counseling service 28 20.3 

64 46.4 

Total 138 100 

Table 18 above shows that only 35.8% of the respondents receive additional 

service from their tutorial centers. This implies most tutorial centers didn't give any 

support service except distributing course materials. Responses of respondents 

about the service they receive were counseling service (46.4%), library service 

(20.3%), audio and lor video cassette (19.4%) and laboratory service (14.5%). 

According to the findings, the relatively better support service given at the tutorial 

center was only counseling service. All the other services were given 

insignificantly. 

Although tutorial centers were supposed to provide much of student support 

services, they couldn't provide adequate support service due to lack of human, 
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material and financial resources. Moreover, the library and laboratory services 

which were very essential did not organized in a way they could provide the 

required service. Generally, the support the students receive from tutorial centers 

was not adequate. 
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Table 19. Support from Other Bodies to the Distance Students 

Respondents 

No Items No 

I. To what extent are woreda educational office and zonal educational 

department willing to help you work hard in you r study? 

a. To a great extent 80 

b. To some extent 228 

c. Not wi ll ing 72 

Total 380 

2. Is your school rendering you any support that enab les you to work harder? 

a. Yes 104 

b. No 276 

Total 380 

3. If your answer for item 2 is "Yes" what type of support is it? 

a. Reducing work load 28 

b. Financial support 0 

c. Giving permission when necessary 76 

d. All of the above 0 

Total 104 

According to the overall picture of table 19, the majority 80 (21 .1%) and 228 (60%) 

of respondents respectively responded that the concerned bodies at werda and 

zonal level are highly and fai rly willing to help them. With regard to the support 

distance students receive from their respective schools the majority (77.6%) 

reported that they did not receive any support from their respective schools. 

Some responses of open-ended questions further explained that some school 

principals offend them by telling them that their education is only for their personal 

advantages. 
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However, a small percent of respondents (27.4) indicated that their schools support 

them by reducing workload (26.9%) and giving them permission when necessary 

(73.2%). Thus the findings show that the students receive unsatisfactory support 

from their respective schools as well as the concerned bodies although there are 

few exceptions. 

Table 20. Library Service and Distance Students 

Respondents 

No Items No % 

\. Do you have access to use the library at your tutorial centre? 

a. Yes 44 I\.6 

b. No 336 88 .4 

Total 380 100 

2. If your answer for the above question is "No" what is the reason? 

a. Shortage of time 11 6 34.5 

b. Lack of relevant reference books 80 23 .8 

c. Weare not allowed to use 76 22.6 

d. Any other reason 64 19.1 

Total 336 100 

As shown in table 20 above the majority 336 (88.4%) of the distance students had 

no access to the library service at the tutorial centre. The reasons indicated were 

shortage of time (34.5%), lack of relevant reference books (23.8%), and lack of 

permission to use the library (22.6%). About 19.1 % of respondents gave different 

reasons such as the distance away form the library, inability to borrow books 

(school regulations do not allow) and lack of information. 
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Table 21. Availability of Necessary Facilities and Equipment for the DE 

Project Implementation 

Respondents 

No Items No 

1. All the necessary facilities and equipment for the DE project 

implementation are adequately available. 

a. Strongly agree 0 

b. Agree 0 

c. Disagree 8 

d. Strongly disagree 2 

Total 10 

2. If your response for the above question is "disagree" or 

"strongly disagree" what major problems do you observe? 

a. Lack of offices 0 

b. Lack of libraries 0 

c. Lack oflaboratories 2 

d. Lack ofreference books 8 

Total 80 

According to table 21 all the respondents didn't agree that the DE project had 

adequate facilities and equipment. Similarly, all the respondents at regional level 

confirmed that the facilities and equipment necessary for the project 

implementation were not adequate. Although the project document specifies all 

the necessary materials necessary, this data proved that the plan has not been 

implemented. Interview responses go in line with the above finding. 

The respondents indicated there were no adequate offices, libraries, laboratories, 

reference books, etc. This implies that the project lacks appropriate planning and 

adequate advance preparation before implementation started. 
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Table 22. Required Administrative personnel 

Respondents 

No Items No 

1. Do you think the DE project is staffed with the adequate required 

personnel? 

a. Yes 0 

b. No 10 

c. I don't know 0 

Total 10 

2. If your answer for the above question is "No" what do you think 

the cause is? 

a. Unavailability of the required personnel 0 

b. Shortage of budget 2 

c. Inappropriate structure 7 

d. All of the above 1 

Total 10 

The overall picture of table 22 reveals that all respondents (100%) believed that the 

DE project was not staffed with the adequate required personnel. According to the 

respondents, the shortage was due to budget (20%) and inappropriate structure 

(70%). In addition, all the responses from the regional coordinators confirmed that 

the personnel required was not made available adequately due to in appropriate 

structure. The interview responses showed that the project was planned to be run 

under the existing department so it didn't require employment of separate 

administrative personnel. Besides, the documents analyzed showed that DE 

project was given to the REB, ACTE and Beso to be implemented with in the 

existing structure as part of regular work. However, coordinators at all level felt 

that the DE project requires separate staff for its effective implementation. 
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Generally the findings imply that the structure of the distance education is not 

appropriate for its effective implementation. 

Table 23. Decision Making Concerning Managerial Problems 

Respondents 

No Items No 

l. Do you thi nk appropriate and/or immediate decisions are made 

when problems that require managerial decisions arise? 

a. Always 0 

b. Sometimes 2 

c. Rarely 8 

d. Note at all 0 

Total 10 

2. Do you think the authority vested to the tutorial centers and 

regional unit matches the responsibility given to them? 

a. Yes 0 

b. No 2 

c. To some extent 6 

d. I don ' t know 2 

Total 80 

Table 23 above shows that the majority of the respondents 8 out of 10 reported 

that no immediate and appropriate decisions were made to solve managerial 

problems. This may be lack of managerial competence I skills of the managers and 

clear identification of responsible bodies. According to the interview responses the 

authority retained at the federal level is one of the major constraints. Moreover, the 

document which was provided by REB distance education unit - in its attempt to 

evaluate the weaknesses and strengths of the DE project pointed out that authority 
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retained at the federal level was a major cause of implementation problem and 

recommended the transfer of some authority to the Region, Education Bureau and 

then to Awassa College of Teacher Education. Thus, it can be deduced that there 

is lack of proper decision making in the implementation of the project. 

Table 24: Training of DE Project staff Members, Supervisors, Coordinators 

and Tutors. 

Respondents 

No Items No 

I. Have the staff members taken relevant training to enable them give better 

support to students? 

a. Yes 0 

b. No 7 

c. To some extent 3 

Total 10 

2. To what extent are DE project supervisors and coordinators trained 

a. Very satisfactori ly 0 

b. Satisfactorily 0 

c. Unsatisfactorily 10 

d. Not trained at all 0 

Total 10 

3. To what extent are distance education project tutors trained to give academic 

support to the distance learners. 

a. Very satisfactorily 0 

b. Satisfactorily 0 

c. Unsatisfactorily 10 

d. Not trained at all 0 

Total 10 

According to the overall picture of table above, 100% of respondents replied that 

the training made available to the administrative staff members, supervisors, 

coordinators and tutors, were not satisfactory. Surprisingly, 7 respondents out of 10 
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responded that the staff members didn't take any training. This indicates that very 

few members had taken training but the majorities were not trained. Some 

interview responses also indicated that some supervisors and coordinators didn't 

take any training. This may imply that most project implementing bodies lack the 

necessary information on how to manage. 

Where as concerning the training of tutors, all respondents (100%) responded that 

the training was not satisfactory. Interview responses also confirmed the findings. 

Therefore it could be deduced that the training that was necessary for effective 

implementation of the project was not adequate. Thus lack of training may 

contribute to the ineffective DE project implementation. 

Table 25: Commitment of DE Project Implementing Personnel. 

Respondents 

Items No 

The DE project coordinators and administrative staff are committed to the 

proj ect implementation. 

a. Strongly agree 0 

b. Agree 2 

c. Disagree 8 

d. Strongly disagree 0 

Total 10 

Table 25 above depicts that the majority of respondents 80 % responded that the 

staff members were not committed to the project implementation. This was due to 

various factors such as lack of training , lack of accountability and lack of staff 

members because the existing staff which has given the responsibility to 

implement the project considered it as additional work rather than part of the 
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regular work. Moreover, data from the regional representatives and coordinators 

also revealed that the staff commitment was not to the expected level. 
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Table 26: Problems of Giving Feedback on Assignments on time 

Respondents 

No Items No % 

1. Do the assignments you submitted, to your tutors corrected and returned back to 

you on time? 

a. Always 96 25.2 

b. Some times 192 50.5 

c. Rarely 80 2l.l 

d. Never 12 3.2 

Total 380 100 

2. If your answer for the above question is "Rarely" or "Never" what do you think 

the reasons? 

a. Tutors are over loaded 4 4.3 

b. Tutors are not competent 10 10.9 

c. Tutors' lack of interest to correct assignments 40 43.5 

d. Long distance away from the centre 3 3.3 

e. I don't know 11 12.0 

f. Delay of pay for correcting assignments 24 26.1 

Total 92 100 
3. What do you fee l when assignments are not corrected and turned back to you 

on time? 

a. I feel very angry and disappointed 112 29.5 

b. I get difficulty to do to the next assignment 128 33.7 

c. I feel sorry that I couldn 't evaluate my progress 120 31.8 

d. All of the above 20 5.0 

Total 380 100 

4. Are you satisfied with your tutors' correction of your assignments? 

a. Yes 86 22.6 

b. To some extent 160 42.1 

c. Not at all 134 35.3 

Total 380 100 

5. If your answer for the above question is "not at all" what is the reason? 

a. The comments are not in such a way that they explain mistakes 48 35.8 

b. Because they are not timely, they have little advantage. 36 26.9 

c. Assignments are rarely returned to me so I can not say any thing 50 37.3 

Total 134 100 
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The table above shows issues with regards assignment correction and feed back 

system. With regard to giving feedback on assignments on time the majority 

(50.5%) of respondents responded that they got feedback on time only sometimes. 

Moreover, the rest 21.1 % and 3.2% responded "rarely" and "never" respectively. 

This indicates the feedback system, to assignments, which was considered as one 

way of interaction between students and teachers was not effectively implemented. 

Weak feedback on assignments was due to lack of interest of tutors to correct 

assignments. This may be due to the low and delayed payment for the tutors. 

Interview also confirms with the tutorial centre coordinators that tutors lack interest 

and commitment in correcting assignments. 

Concerning the feeling of the learners when assignments were not corrected and 

returned back to them on time, 29.5 % responded that they feel angry and 

disappointed, (33.7%) reported that they have difficulty in doing next assignments 

and (31 .8%) responded that they couldn 't evaluate their own progress. This 

indicates on time feedback had many advantages for the learners and inability to 

do so highly affects the achievement of the distance learners. 

Moreover, the way the written assignments corrected also matters. Significant 

number (35.3%) of the respondents reported that they were not satisfied with the 

way their assignments were corrected . Because of various reasons such as 

comments on the assignments did not explain mistakes and clarify confusions 

(35.8%), they were not corrected in (26.9%), and most of them were not returned 

(37.3%). This implies that very few assignments were corrected and returned to 

the students and even the few returned were not well-corrected. Thus , the great 
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advantage lied on assignments in a DE was missed due to ineffective management 

of assignment correction . 

In general, the over all picture of the table reveal that assignments were not 

adequately corrected and returned to the student on time due to tutors' lack of 

interest and thus it damaged the distance learning process in the region. Some of 

the responses for the open ended questions indicated that tutors themselves 

sometimes have difficulty in solving some of the question of the assignments, so 

they didn't want to give feedback on time. 

Analysis of the information gathered on controlling, monitoring and evaluation 

follows: 

Table 27: Evaluation Mechanisms of DE Project 

Respondents 
No Items No 
I Is there any mechanism designed to evaluate the progress of the 

second-cyc le DE proj ect? 
a. Yes 4 
b. No 4 
c. To some extent 2 

Total 10 
2 If your answer for the above question is "Yes" what are the 

mechanisms. 
a. Periodic written report 4 
b. Periodic direct supervision 0 
c. Continuous mentoring 0 
d. If any other, please specify 0 

Total 4 
3 If your response for the same question is "No" what are the reasons? 

You can gi ve more than one answer. 
a. Inappropriate planning 0 
b. Lack of budget 2 
c. Lack of experienced personnel 4 
d. All of the above 0 
e. Any other reason specify 4 
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As can be seen from table 27, significant number i.e. 4 out of 10 the respondents 

responded that there was no evaluation mechanism of the project due to 

inappropriate planning, lack of budget and lack of experienced personnel and the 

other 2 responded that they didn't know whether there was an evaluation 

mechanism or not. However, the rest 4 who responded that there was an 

evaluation mechanism, specified that periodic written report was the major 

evaluation mechanism. Data gathered from regional coordinators and 

representatives revealed that there was no evaluation mechanism. However, the 

document analyzed showed that there was evaluation mechanisms, formative and 

summative designed to check the implementation of the project. In general , the 

data collected indicate that there was a serious problem of coordination and 

communication that the people doing similar tasks didn't get similar and adequate 

information. Moreover, the data indicates that there was no regular and consistent 

evaluation mechanism. The other point that the data indicated was that things were 

not accomplished according to the plan. 

In general, responses from different groups reveal that the control and evaluation 

mechanisms designed in the project document were not adequately communicated 

to all groups as well as the implementation of the control and evaluation 

mechanisms were very weak. 
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Table 28. Controll ing the Implementation of the DE Project. 

Respondents 

No Items No 

I How do the management of the DE project control the implementation 

process? 

a. Through direct supervision 2 

b. Through formal periodic evaluation 2 

c. Through continuous reports from tutorial centers 6 

d. Through provision of compensation and benefits 0 

e. If any other 0 

Total 10 

2 Do you think the mechanisms designed to control the progress of the DE 

project are effectively implemented? 

a. Yes 0 

b. No 6 

c. To some extent 4 

d. I don't know 0 

Total 10 

3 If your response for the above question is "No" what problems do you 

observe? 

a. They are not undertaken on time 0 

b. They do not so lve problems on time 0 

c. They are rarely implemented 6 

d. If any other 0 

Total 6 

According to table 28 above, the mechanisms designed to control the 

implementation of the DE project were continuous reports from tutorial centers to 

the reg ional unit 6 out of 10 direct supervision 2 out of 10 and formal period ic 

evaluation 2 out of 10 that was undertaken very rarely. However, the majority of 
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the respondents believed that the control mechanisms were not effectively 

implemented and couldn't solve any of the DE problems on time. The data from 

regional coordinators strengthened the fact that the control mechanisms were not 

effectively implemented. This indicates the ineffectiveness of controlling 

mechanisms as well as the concerned bodies to put the plan into practice. DE 

students responded that the problem was absence of independent body 

established for the implementation of the whole project. This implies that there was 

ineffective controlling of the DE project in general. 

Table 29: Supervisory and Monitoring Mechanisms 

Respondents 

No Items No 

1 Do you think the supervisory and monitoring mechanisms used by 

the DE project are satisfactory? 

a. Yes 0 

b. No 10 

Total 10 

2 There is continuous information gathering mechanism to take the 

necessary corrective action on time 

a. Strongly agree 0 

b . Agree 1 

c. Disagree 9 

d. Strongly disagree 0 

Total 10 

As can be seen from table 29 above, surprisingly, all respondents (100%) 

responded that the supervisory and monitoring mechanisms used were not 

satisfactory. They suggested direct supervision and continuous monitoring through 
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reports from tutorial centers, frequent contact with tutorial centers, coordinated 

effort among tutorial centers and regional managing bodies and establishment of 

independent body to follow up and manage the project as ways to improve 

supervisory and monitoring mechanisms. Moreover it was suggested that 

assigning some of the college teachers to work full time on the project would 

improve the project implementation. 

This implies that there was weak relation between the tutorial centers and the 

regional units. As a result all the planned activities and tasks didn't accomplish as 

planed. With regard to regular and continuous information gathering for the 

improvement of the DE project implementation almost all respondents 9 out of 10 

responded that there was no mechanism. This indicates that the project lacks 

continuous information gathering mechanism. As a result no immediate corrective 

measure could be taken when problems arise. 
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Table 30. Communication in the Distance Education Project 

Respondents 

No Items No % 

1 All the members that take part in the implementation of DE project 

are well informed about what is expected of them in terms of task 

performance. 

a. Strongly agree 0 

b. Agree 3 

c. Disagree 7 

d. Strongly disagree 0 

Total 10 1 

2. There is a good communication channel to get correct information at 

the right time among right people 

a. Strongly agree 0 

b. Agree 2 

c. Disagree 8 

d. Strongly disagrcc 0 

Total 10 

3. Do you get timely and appropriate information concerning your 

education? 

a. Always 48 12.6 

b. Sometimes 160 42.1 

c. Rarely 25 22.4 

d. Not at all 87 22.9 

Total 380 100 

The table above shows that the overwhelming majority 7 out of 10 respondents 

reported that all bodies that took part in the DE project implementation did not 

know what was expected of them. And also 8 respondents out of believed that 

there was a problem of getting right information among right people timely. The 
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data from regional coordinators on the same issue completely supported the data 

gathered from tutorial centre coordinators. This implies that there was great 

communication problem that information didn't flow up and down among the 

concerned bodies smoothly. 

Table 31. Availability of Local Experts 

Respondents 

Items No 

There are sufficient local experts to implement the DE project. 

a. Strong agree 0 

b. Agree 5 

c. Disagree 5 

d. Strongly disagree 0 

Total 10 

With regard to local experts, 50% of the respondents believed that the number of 

local experts for the implementation of the project was not adequate. This implies 

that there is insufficiency of local experts. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. Summary, Conclusion and Recommendation 

4.1. Summary of the major Findings 

The purpose of this study, as vividly stated in the introductory chapter, was to 

asses and investigates the major managerial problems of foreign-assisted distance 

education project in Southern Nations Nationalities and Peoples Region . To this 

end, basic questions addressing the factors that affect the effective management of 

distance education project were raised . 

The study employed descriptive study. The sample population was all registered 

distance education students in the region, tutorial centre coordinators and regional 

coordinators. The subjects of the study were 400 distance students , 10 tutorial 

centre coordinators and 6 regional level coordinators. Accordingly, the respondents 

sampling was carried out through purposive and random sampling techniques . 

Information was obtained from these sample respondents through questionnaires 

and interviews. Moreover documents pertaining to the DE project were also 

studied . The data obtained were analyzed using frequency tables and percentages 

and chi-square test. As a result of the data analysis, the following major findings 

were obtained . 

1. Although all the tutorial centre coordinators had relatively long experience 

ranging from 10-25 years in teaching, the study indicated that none of them 

had any orientation or training on distance education management. All of 

them were subject specialists . 
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2. The majorities of the respondents (70%) indicated that the objectives of the 

distance education project lacked clarity and are unrealistic. Moreover, roles 

of individuals were not clearly identified. However, the findings of the study 

revealed that DE objective of the DE project were clearly defined in the 

project document and the roles of individuals in the project were also 

identified clearly. 

3. According to the majority of respondents media designed (print, radio and 

television) for the project implementation was appropriate, however, except 

print media radio and television media were not implemented. The print 

media i.e. Course materials (modules) were not produced and distributed to 

the distance learners on time. 

4. As the findings indicated the distance education project objectives had the 

necessary link with the national policy and the planning of the project took 

place in .collaboration with the concerned bodies at the top management 

level. However, the majority (60%) of tutorial centre coordinators did not 

know the project partners and concerned bodies. 

5. Regarding the administrative procedures and regulations, documents 

studied revealed that there were clear and articulated administrative 

procedures and regulations; however, the empirical data indicated that even 

the regional coordinators that were responsible for implementing the project 

according to the administrative procedures and regulations didn't know their 

existence. 

6. According to the majority of respondents (80%) including top management 

bodies of the region , tasks and activities to be accomplished by individuals 
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and institutions were not clearly identified. However, the documents studied 

on the contrary revealed that all tasks and activities to be carried out were 

clearly written in the project document. 

7. According to the majority of respondents 88% of students and 100% of 

coordinators delay of course material distribution was the major handicap for 

the effective implementation of the distance education project. As a result, 

some students took exams without receiving course materials; some did not 

submit their assignments to their respective tutors on time and get feedback 

on the assignment on time. Moreover the pay for the tutors was unfair that 

most tutors lack motivation and commitment particularly in commenting on 

student assignments. 

8. The provision of guidance and counseling service was not adequate. 

Significant number 212(45.2%) of distance students and (70%) of tutorial 

centre coordinators responded that there was no guidance and counseling 

service and the regional coordinators also confirmed that no guidance 

service was provided. 

9. The DE project recognized the importance of face-to-face contact and 

arranged for period ical face-to-face tutorial sessions. However, the findings 

indicated that the face-to-face tutorials were not effective due to factors such 

as unmotivated, inexperienced and incompetent tutors; short time of 

tutorials and impractical time schedule. As a result, the distance students 

didn't benefit from the face-to-face tutorials as expected. 
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10. Distance education requires the fulfillment of necessary facilities and 

equipment such as laboratory equipment access to a library accommodated 

with relevant reference books etc. to attain its objectives However, the 

findings of the study revealed that no such facilities and equipment were 

arranged and made functional for the project implementation. 

11. Though the model of DE chosen determines the structure and organization 

of the DE project, the responsible personnel should have the required 

experience and orientation about how to coordinate and mange the project. 

But, according to the study findings all the project implementing personnel 

were not adequately trained and some others even didn't take any training 

at all. 

12. Concerning the evaluation of students through assignments the study 

findings indicated that most assignment papers were not corrected and 

returned back to the students on time. Moreover, the comments given to 

students on the assignment were not teaching . As a result, the students 

become disappointed and failed to progress in their study. 

13. Regarding controlling and evaluation of the project, the mechanisms 

designed in the project document weren't implemented. The study showed 

that there was no consistent controlling monitoring and evaluation 

mechanism to check whether the project achieved its objectives or not. 
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14. Surprisingly, the study findings revealed that there was a great problem of 

information networking that persons who carry out similar tasks had different 

information on how to accomplish their task. 

4.2. Conclusion 

There is increasing recognition among scholars about the contributions of DE in 

providing wider access to education for marginalized people, improving quality of 

the existing education system and maintaining equity by democratizing higher 

education. However, the status of DE in Ethiopia is on a deplorable condition. 

Besides, there exists almost no research work in the field. Thus, with in these 

limitations of the study it would be possible to draw the following conclusions based 

on the analysis of the data and the findings of the study. 

1. Training and orientation in addition to experience are essential elements for 

effective management. However, most DE tutorial centre coordinators lack 

the necessary training (short term or long term) that enables them to 

manage the project implementation in a better way. Almost all of 

coordinators are subject specialists with relatively rich experience in 

teaching but no exposure to management concepts. Generally there is lack 

of training. 

2. According to Magnen (1991 :29) detailed project preparation is essential for 

project success. And it involves realistic definition of objectives, selection of 

appropriate methods facilities and equipment, identification of roles that 

individuals and institutions play in execution of the plan and ways of 

evaluating the outcomes. In this view, the distance education project 
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document included all the necessary elements. However, the majority of the 

distance students as well as the coordinators do not know what has been 

done. 

This implies the existence of two major problems: (1) the plan preparation 

was not participative and (2) top management bodies didn't create adequate 

awareness in the lower project management level concerning the project 

preparation. 

Surprisingly, the major concerned bodies (regional coordinators) did not 

have adequate knowledge of the project document although the project 

document is in their hand . This is due to the high turnover of management 

personnel in the region as a result of frequent political and structural 

changes that mangers work only for a few years on a certain position. So 

they even do not know what exists in their office and what does exist. 

Moreover, the DE project managers lack commitment. They didn't even 

refer to the project document when problems arise in order take immediate 

corrective measures. Besides, regional level coordinators didn't work in a 

coordinated way so that nobody wants to be accountable . In general the 

distance education project lacks coordination and appropriate organization. 

3. Course materials are cornerstones for the quality and status of the DE 

project. According to the study, though the quality of the materials was not 

denied there was serious problem of timely distribution. Course materials 

were never distributed according to the time schedule. Some students take 

exams without having studied the materials. This seriously damaged the 

moral of the learners some students bitterly explained that the government 
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made them disgusted by the community. As a result, significant number of 

the students terminated their study by deciding to look for other alternatives. 

4. With regard to the use of media, no other media such as TV and radio/ video 

is used though it has been designed in the project document. Moreover, the 

student support service such as guidance and counseling service, face to 

face tutorial service that is believed to have great advantage to maintain the 

quality of the distance education project were poorly managed. The face to 

face tutorials didn't achieve their objectives and the students didn't benefit 

from the student support service. This is due to factors such as lack of 

experienced and competent tutors, lack of motivation of tutors, impractical 

tutorial schedule, and untimely material distribution etc. 

5. Distance education requires extensive infrastructure and management 

capacity to ensure success and sustenance. In this view, the distance 

education project in the region does not have made all the necessary facilities 

and equipment necessary for the effective implementation of the project. This 

implies inadequate preparation before implementation phase has started. 

6 6. Evaluation should provide feedback to improve the implementation process 

(formative evaluation) and should give a final assessment of the instructions 

effectiveness (summative evaluation). However, the distance education 

project studied hardly undertaken any evaluation to improve the 

implementation of the project. 

7. A successful DE program should have appropriate support systems for 

students . Many institutions do not anticipate the commitment to planning and 

resources that are needed to make this endeavor a true success (Rowley, 1997 
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cited in Stenerson 1998). Scheduled orientations, dedicated help lines and 

technical support will help students of DE to achieve success. But, the DE 

project in the region provided only one students' support service i.e. periodic 

fact-to-face tutorial session in which some students travel more than 200 kms to 

attend the tutorials at the tutorial centers. Generally there was very weak 

students support service which could make the quality of the distance education 

questionable. 

4.3 Recommendations 

The findings of the data, in general , indicated that the DE project was not 

effectively managed. The study showed that the major managerial problems were 

lack of experience and inadequate training of the project implementing bodies, lack 

of commitment, lack of appropriate structure and organization; lack of clear and 

effective communication channel , and lack of adequate monitoring, controllin9 and 

evaluation mechanisms. These facts imply the need for greater effort by the 

concerned bodies to improve the situation and lay down good foundation for the 

future similar projects. 

Therefore, on the basis of the findings and conclusions arrived at, the following 

recommendations are forwarded. 

1. According to Magnen (1994:17) detailed project preparation is one of the 

keys to project success. However, lack of training of the planning unit and 

lack of administrative capacities are some factors that contribute to the 

failure of good plans. Thus, to improve the prevailing management 

problems of the DE project in the SNNPR and to be able to plan for 
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effective DE programs, the concerned bodies, (particularly, the REB) should 

arrange for short term and long term trainings, seminars and workshops to 

enhance the capacity of personnel taking part in project implementation. 

Moreover, it is recommended that the persons that graduated in educational 

management would be assigned in a very important project implementing 

positions. Where there is lack of qualified and competent personnel, 

arranging for satisfactory training is vital. 

2. Though important it is, identifying tasks to be accomplished, institutions and 

persons involved, communication channel that shows who does what 

aspect of the project - a coordinated effort is also required to initiate people 

and make them committed to their work. The findings of the study revealed 

that the lower level management and the project implementing bodies such 

as coordinators and tutors lack commitment due to factors such as unfair 

pay for tutors. Therefore, the REB and other concerned officials should 

seriously look at the role of incentives in project implementation and 

arrange for appropriate compensation and benefits to motivate the tutors 

and coordinators by creating a conducive environment in which both 

coordinators and tutors can discuss the problems, forward their complaints 

and look for solution in collaboration. Moreover, as indicated in the study 

finding the tutors were not paid on time the amount they perceived unfair. 

The regional coordinators should put their heads together and come up with 

a pay that fairly matches is with the amount of the work the tutors are 

expected to carry out. Moreover, they should design a plan the enables 
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them to pay the tutors immediately whenever they render tutorial service 

and accomplish their task. Furthermore, by reducing the workload for tutors 

tutoring distance education students through the tutorial centre coordinators 

would help tutors to well- prepared and help their students effectively. 

3. Guidelines and procedures are essential tools for any project 

implementation to implement activities in an orderly manner. However, in 

DE does not have established guidelines and procedures universally 

applicable with regard to the development administration and management 

of distance education for each institution has unique characteristics. Yet it 

is recommended that it is important to follow some established procedures 

to ensure that the program is meeting the objectives. Therefore, the DE 

project in SNNPR also requires the effective use of the already established 

guidelines and procedures by enforcing them through structural hierarchy 

from top to bottom. 

4. Lack of commitment was one of the major problems in the study region . 

This was particularly due to unsatisfactory benefits provided to the project 

implementing bodies. Concerned bodies at the regional level were given 

the project implementing responsibility as a part of their regular work. And 

some portions of the personnel get little financial benefit for accomplishing 

certain tasks. As a result, particularly the support staff responsible for 

material distribution was unwilling to accomplish their task. Incentives, in 

general are prime motivating factors in a project that heavily depends on 

human resource for its effective implementation. Therefore , the DE project 

to be implemented more effectively, should revise the project design, 
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identify where incentives are more essential and in-build certain incentive to 

bring about commitment and better project implementation. 

5. Consistent formative and summative evaluation programs are very essential 

to check the project progress and its achievement. Therefore, for the DE 

project to be successful it should clearly establish not only the evaluation 

and control mechanisms but also identify people responsible in conducting 

evaluation (people who receive the data and who are responsible for 

implementing changes). 

6. Among the major management problems of DE seen in the region was 

absence of independent body responsible to run the project. However, this 

may be due to the model chosen i.e. mixed model that doesn't allow 

establishment of independent body or structure. This doesn't mean the 

project should be considered as extra work. Therefore, the Regional 

Educational Bureau should revise once again the way the people taking 

part in the project implementation understand the project and give 

orientation on how they should carry out their responsibility considering the 

amount of previous workload the workers have been given and to balance 

the work load with the implementing capacity of the workers. 

7. The history of DE reveals that the number of distance students has 

significant impact on its management. Thus, since DE is not a well 

developed education delivery method in the country and the region studied 

has hard ly enough experience, the existing number of DE students seems 

beyond the managing capacity of the region. Therefore, to eat fruits of DE, 
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the region needs to reduce the number of students in the future by taking 

the management capacity of the region into consideration. 

8. Communication helps to develop information and understanding among all 

workers, to foster any attitude necessary for motivation, cooperation and 

job-satisfaction, to discourage misinformation, ambiguity and rumors, to 

encourage subordinates to supply ideas and suggestions for improving the 

system, to improve management relations and to improve social relations 

by encouraging intercommunication (Chandan, 1995: 261). Therefore, the 

Regional Education Bureau should establish a good networking system in 

which every partner can easily access the necessary information by using 

technology such as internet, telex, fax, telephone etc. 

9. Though the DE project has got a number of challenges in implementation 

face, it should not be terminated. By emphasizing at the major problems 

the region should design for a better implementable project in order to 

respond to its multivariate educational problems. It should also design to 

upgrade the diploma program to a degree level to maintain sustainability by 

developing and training local experts in the field of distance education and 

sharing experiences of other countries through work shops and seminars, 

symposiums etc. 
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Addis Ababa University School of Graduate Studies 
(])epartment Of P.aucationa[ (j'Cannine and" 9r1.anagement 

Questionnaire (})esignea to )fssess tfie 9rf.anageriaC CFro6Cems of Porei{]n
;lssisted CDistance P.ducation CFroject in S~ 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to assess the managerial problem of foreign-assisted 

distance education projects and to gather first hand information for research to be used by a 

postgraduate student. 

The research finding will have professional implication and assist the policy makers in the 

decision-making and policy formulation process. Thus, your cooperation in filling the 

questionnaire has a paramount importance. Please take some of your time to fill the 

questionnaire. Please be objective and complete in your responses. 

NB. 

(1) Don't write your name on the questionnaire. 

(2) Be informed that the information you give will be confidential and hence feel free to 

express your ideas as much as you can. 

(3) Your responses determine the success of the study and the researcher as well. Thus, 

you are kindly requested to complete the questionnaire. 

rrFianijor your cooperationl 
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Questions to be completed by Both Coordinators 
at Regional and Tutorial Center Level 

General Directions: 

1. (['[ease, try to answer I!'very question according to tfie airection provUferf. 

2. (For 1IZu{tipCc cfioice questions, answer 6y putting. a ",/" sign in tfie 60:{proviaerf. 

J. 'For questions tfiot require your opinion, pfease give SflOrt, precise am! fionest answers. 

4. If you want to cfzange your response, pfease cancer out tiie previous one compfeteEy. 

Partl: General Information 

1. YourZone: __________________________ ___ 

2. Your Wereda: ________________________ ___ 

3. Your tutorial center: ____________________ _ 

4. Number of tutors in your tutorial center/ distance education unit ______ __ 

5. Number of students in your tutorial center/distance education unit. ___ _ 

6. Number of tutorial center in the Region/Unit ______________________ __ 

7. Number of students currently attending distance education 

A. In your tutorial center M F Total, _____ _ 

B. In the region M F Total, _____ _ 

Part II. Information on Personal Data 

8. Sex: A. Male 0 
9.Age: A. Below 20 0 

E.50-55 0 
10. Marital status: 

B. Female 0 
B 21-300 C.31-40 0 

F. 56 and above 0 
D.41-50 

A. Married 0 B. Unmarried 0 C. Divorced 0 D. Widowed 0 
11 . Educational Qualification 

A. Diploma 0 

B. B.NBSc/B.Ed 0 

C. M.NM.Sc 0 

D. Doctorate Degree 0 
E. If ant other, please specify ____________________ ___ 
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12. Field of specialization/ profession 

A. Educational Administration 0 B. Educational management 0 

C. Pedagogies,(Psychology O or CurriculumO ) 

D.Subject specialistO specify the subject. ________ _ 

E. AdulU Distance/Non Formal EducationO 

13. Work Experience: previous, ______ current 

14. Number of service years 

A. At a current position, ____ '--___ _ 

B. At your previous position _________ _ 

C. Total service years ___________ _ 

15. Training and orientation 

a. Have you taken any type of training on how to manage distance education? 

A. Yes O B. No 0 

b. If your answer is "Yes" for how long? 

A. For a short time (two days to four weeks) 0 B. For 3-4months 0 

C. For a year 0 D. For two years 0 

E. For more than two years(please specify), ____ _ 

Part III: Information on Planning of Distance Education Projects 

1. Do you think the objectives of distance education project in the SNNPR are objectively 

and realistically defined? 

A. Yes O B. No 0 C. Not sure 0 

2. If your response for question number 1 is "B or C " what do you think is the cause? 

A. Lack of training of the planning and management unit 0 

B. Lack of effective administrative services 0 

C. Inappropriate utilization of available resources 0 

o All of the above 0 

E. If any other (specify) i, _______________ _ 
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ii, ________________________________ __ 

3. All the facilities and equipment for the implementation of distance education are adequately 

avai lable. 

A. Strongly agreeD B. Agree D C. Disagree D D. Strongly disagreeD 

4. If your response for question nQ 3 is CorD, what major problem do you observe? 

A. Lack of offices D B. Lack of libraries D C. Lack of laboratories D 

D. Lack of Reference books D 

F. If any other, please specify 

I. 

E. All of the above D 

11.-----------------------------
5. Do you think the methods of delivery employed are appropriate and effective? 

A. Yes D B. No D C. To some extent D D. I don't know D 

6. If your response for question no 5 is "No" what method do you suggest to be included? 

( you can give more than one answer) 

A. Summer residential classes D B. Workshops and seminars D 

C. Internet at information system D D. If any other ________ _ 

7. The role that individuals and institutions play to execute the plan are identified clearly? 

A. Strongly agree D B. Agree 0 C. Disagree D D. Strongly disagree D 

8. If you response for question no 7 is "C or D" what areas do you observe unidentified? 

A. Role of zonal education department D C. Role of the distance learnersD 

B. Role of woreda education offices D D. Role of tutors D E. All of the aboveD 

9. Is there any mechanism designed to evaluate the progress of the distance education 

project? 

A. Yes D B. NoD C. I don't know D 

10. If your answer for question number 9 is "Yes" what are the mechanisms?( you can give 

more than one answer) 

A. Periodic written report D B. Periodic direct supervision D 

C. continuous monitoring D D. Any other, please specify 

i. 
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11 . If your response is "No" for question number 9, what are the causes ( reasons )? 

A. In appropriate planning 0 C. Lack of experienced personnel 0 

B. Lack of budget 0 o . All of the above 0 

E. Any other reason specifyO __________ _ 

12 Do you think the mechanisms designed to control the progress of the distance education 

projects are effectively implemented? 

A Yes 0 B. No 0 C. To some extent 0 D. I don't know 0 

13. If your response for question nQ 12 is "No" what problem do you observe?~ 

A. They are not undertaken on timeD B . They don't solve problem on time 0 

C. Rarely implemented 0 D. Any other, please specify 

ii ______________ _ 

iii, _____________ _ 

14 Dose the responsible body take immediate corrective measure when problems arise? 

A Always 0 B. sometimesO C. RarelyO D. Never 0 

15 Do you think second-cycle distance education project jointly planned and organized with 

concerned government bodies? 

A. Yes 0 B. NoD C. I don't knowO 

16. Do you think the planning of distance education project has the necessary link with the 

national policy? 

A. Yes 0 B NoD C. To some extentO D. I don t 

know 0 

17. If your answer for questions no 16 is "Yes" to what extent do you think the government 

supports the implementation of the project? 

A. To a very great extentO B. Very littleO C. To some extentO D. Not at all 0 

18. Is there detailed administrative organizational structure to effectively implement the 
project? 

A. Yes 0 B. NoD C. I don't know 0 
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19 Do you think there is appropriate administrative procedures and regulations to manage 

the project in orderly manner? 

A. Yes O B. NoO C. I don't know 0 

20. Do you think the distance education project is adequately staffed with the required 

manpower? 

A. Yes 0 B .No 0 C. I don't know 0 
21. If you answer for question no 21 is "No" what do you think the cause is? 

A. Unavailability of the required personnelO B. Shortage of budgetO 

C. In appropriate structureO 

E. Any other please specify 

D. All of the above 0 

1. _____________________ _ 

II. ______________________ _ 

III. _____________________ _ 

22_When management problems arise, do you think appropriate and immediate decisions are 

made to solve the problem? 

A. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 D. Not at ali O 

23. Do you think the personnel in the administrative staff are commited to provide effective 

administrative services for the implementation of distance education project? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. To some extent 0 

24. Does the distance education project get financial support form Regional/National budget? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. To some extent 0 D. I don't knowO 

2S. lf your answer for question number 26 is "Not" what do you think the possible reasons are? 

( you can give more than one answer) 

A. Because it is foreign- assisted 0 

B. Because the government has got lack of budget. 0 

C. Because it is not planed in such a way. 0 

D. Any other please specify _________________ --'\ 

26. Does the distance education project complete with the time envisaged? 
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A. Always D 

aliD 

B. Sometimes D C. Rarely D D. Not at 

27. lf your response for question number 28 is "Not at all" what do you think the cause that 

deters execution of the project on time? 

A. Slowness of bureaucratic activities D B. Shortage of budget allocation D 

C. Untimely budget release D D. In efficient project managements D 

E All of the above D 

F. If any other please specify __________________ _ 

Part IV: Information on Organization of Distance Education Project 

1. Do you think all tasks to be accomplished are clearly identified for the execution of the 

projects? 

A. Yes D B. No D C.I don't think D 

2. If your response for question number1 is "No" what are the possible negative 

outcomes? (You can give more than one answer) 

A. Overlapping of tasks and responsibilities D 

B. Coordination problem D 

C. Delay of some main activities D 

D. If any other, please specifyD 

i. ________ _______ _ 

ii. _ _______________ _ 

iii. ________________ _ 

3. Is there clear communication channel that shows who should report to whom? 

A. Yes D B. No D C. To some extent D D. I don't know D 

4. Are the agencies and individuals that take part in the distance education project 

implementation clearly identified? 
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A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. To some extentD D. I don't 

knowD 

5. Are course materials prepared and distributed on time? 

A. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 D. NeverD 

· 6. If you response for question number 5 is "C or 0 " what do you think the possible cause is 

? 

A. The course producers are over loaded . 0 

B. Shortage of vehicles and budget to distribute materials. 0 

C. There are no full time workers. 0 

D. All of the above. 0 

E. If any other, please specify 
1. _______________ _ 
II. _______________ _ 

III. _______________ _ 

Part V: Student Support Services 

1. Does the project make provision of guidance and counseling service to the students? 

A. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 D. Not at ali D 

2. If your response for question number 1 is " C" or "0" what do you think the reason is? 

A. Lack of skilled personnel 0 B. Lack of budgetD C. It is not plannedD 

D. All of the above 0 E. If any other, please specify 

1.----------------
ii. _______________ _ 

3. Is there any face-to-face session in the distance education project to facilitate the 

learining process? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. I don't know 
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4. If your answer for question number 3 is "Yes" what form of face-to-face contact is it? 

A. Tutorial session at the tutorial center 0 

B. Summer residential classes 0 

c. Mediated instruction (teleconferencing, computer and media of communication) 0 

D. Workshops and seminarsD 

E. If any other, please specify 
1. ________________________________ __ 
II. ________________________________ _ 

5. If your response to question number 4 is "face-to-face tutorial sessions" do you think it 

is effectively managed? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 c. I don't know 0 

6. If your answer for question number 5 is "No" what problems do you observe? 

( you can give more than one answer) 

A. Shortage of qualified and experienced tutors 0 

B. The time is too short 0 

c. Only few students attend due to various reasons 0 

D. If any other, please specify 

1.----------------------------------
II. ________________________________ _ 

7. Are the tutorial sessions arranged take place according to the schedule? 

A. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 D. Not at aliD 

8. Are the tutors highly motivated to help the students? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. I don't know 0 

9. If your answer for question number 8 is "No" what do you think the possible reason is? 

A. Because they are paid low 0 

C. Because they are overloaded 0 

B. Because they are part time workers 0 

D. Because they lack commitment 

o 
E. All of the above 0 F. If any other specify __ _ 
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10. Are there radio broadcast and television programs to support the distance education of 

the students? 

A. Yes D B. No D c. I don't know D 

11. lf your response for question number 10 is "Yes", do you think they are effectively used? 

A. Yes D B. No D c. I don't know D 

12. If you think that they are not effectively used , what do you think the causes of the 

problems? 

( you can give more than one answer) 

A. Lack of electricity D B . Lack of television D 

c. I nappropriate time of transmission D 

o. If any other, please specify 

i. 

ii. _____________ _ 

iii. ____________ _ 

13. To what extent do you think students benefit from radio broadcast and television 

programme? 

A. To very great extent D B. To great extentD C. SatisfactorilyD 

o. Litti le D E. Not at all 

14. What do you th ink about the drop-out rate of students? 

A. High D B. Medium D C. Low D 

Part VI: Information on Leadership of Distance Education Projects 

1. Do you think the authority vested to tutorial centers and regional distance education unit 

matches the responsibility given to them? 

A. Yes D B. No D C. to some extent D o. I don't know D 

2. If your answer for question number 1 is "e" or "0" what are the main reasons? 
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A. In appropriate planning and organizationD 

B. Lack of clear job description D 

C. Both A and B D 

D. Any other (please specify) i. __________________ _ 

ii. ___________________ _ 

3. The distance education coordinators and administrative staff are highly committed to 

their work. 

A. Strongly Agree D B. Agree D C. Disagree D D. Strongly 

disagreeD 

4 . Do the staff members have taken relevant training(workshops/seminar) to enable them 

give better support to students? 

A. Yes D B. No D C. I don't know D 

Part VII: Information on Supervision, Monitoring and Evaluation 

1. How do the management of distance education project control the implementation 

process? 

A. Through direct supervisionD 

B. Through formal periodic evaluationD 

C. Through continuous reports from tutorial centersD 

D. Through provision of compensation and benefitsD 

E. If any other, please specify 

I. 

ii . _____________ _ 

III. ____________ _ 

2. What evaluation techniques does the distance education project employ? 
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A By establishing performance objectives and standards D 

B. By measuring actual performanceD 

C. By comparing actual performance objectives and standardsD 

D. All of the above 

E. If any other please specify 

I. 

II. _____________ _ 

III. _____________ _ 

3. In your opinion, is the supervisory and monitoring mechanisms used satisfactory? 

A Yes D B. No D 

4. If your response for question number 3 is "No" what improvements do you suggest? 

I. 

ii. _____________ _ 

iii. _____________ _ 

5. All the members that take part in implementation of distance education project are well

informed about what is expected of them in terms of task performance. 

A Strongly Agree D B. Agree D C. Disagree D D. Strongly 

disagreeD 

6. The distance education project manager provides compensation and benefits to retain 

competent staff. 

A Strongly Agree D B. Agree D C. Disagree D D. Strongly 

disagreeD 

7. The second-cycle distance education project management uses participative approach to 

set performance objectives and standards, and procedures for reviewing results. 

A Strongly Agree D 

disagreeD 

B. Agree D C. Disagree D D. Strongly 
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8. There is a good communication channel for correct information at the right time among 

rig ht people. 

A Strongly Agree D B. Agree D C. Disagree D D. Strongly 

disagreeD 

9. There is continuous information gathering mechanism to take the necessary corrective 

action on time. 

A. Strongly Agree D 

Strongly disagreeD 

B. Agree D C. Disagree D 

10. There are sufficient local experts to implement the distance education project. 

A Strongly Agree D B. Agree D C. Disagree D 

D. Strongly disagreeD 

D. 

11 . To what extent are distance education project supervisors and coordinators trained? 

A Very effectivelyD 

B. Effectively D 

12. Distance education tutors are trained 

A. Very effectively D 

B. Satisfactorily D 

C. RarelyD 

D. Not trained at all D 

C. RarelyD 

D. Not trained at all D 

rrJian~ again! 
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Questionnaires to be completed by Second-Cycle Primary School 
Teachers Attending Distance Education 

General Direction 
1. 'Try to answer every question accordiTl{} to tlie directions pro'1lidi,,[ 

2. 'For mu(tipCe clioice question, pCease answer 6y puttiTl{} 'X' in tlie 6o)(prwid'ed and for question 

3. If you want ta cliaTl{}e your response, pCease cancer out previous one compCetefy. 

Part I : General Information 
1. Your Zone: ___________________ _ 

2. Your Wereda : __________________ _ 

3. Yom tutorial Center: ______ -----------

4. Your field of study : ________________ _ 

Part II: Information on personal Data 

1. Sex : A. Male D B.Female D 

2. Age: A. Below 20 0 B.20-30 0 C. 31-40 0 

D. 41-50 D E. Above 50 D 

3. Marital Status 

A. Married B. Unmarried D C. Divorced D D. Windowed D 

4. Educational Qualification 

A. Certificate D B. Diploma Dc. B.NB.sc/B.Ed D 

5. Field of specialization major: minor: ______ _ 
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Part III: The Main Questions on Distance Education 

I. Why have joined distance education? 

A. Because I have no other alternative to up grade my qualificationD 

B. Because it is the best alternative to up-grade my qualification 0 

C. Because it is the government policy 0 

D. If any other, please specify ________________ _ 

2. Do you receive course materials on time? 

A .. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 o Never 0 

3. If your answer for question number 2 is "e or D" what do you think the cause of the 

problem? 

A. Irresponsibility of the regional distance education 0 B. Coordination Problem 0 

C. Lack of transport facilities 0 

B. If any other, please specify 

D. Weakness of the tutorial centre coordinator 0 

I. 

II. ______________________ _ 

111.,-:--:------:-----:---:-------------
4. Do you submit your assignment on time? 

A .. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 o Never 0 

5. If your answer for question number 4 is "C or D" what is the reason? 

A. Difficulty of the assignments 0 B. Shortage of time 0 

C. Absence of tutors 0 D. Dalliance of course material 0 

E. If any other, please specify 

1.-------------------------
II. ______________________ ___ 

III. ______________________ ___ 

6. Do you get feedback on your assignments timely? 

A. . Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C,. Rarely 0 DNever 0 
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7. If your answer for question number 6 is "C or D" what is the reason? 

A. Our tutors are overloaded 

Our tutors are not interested in correcting assiglIDlent 0 

B. [do not know the reason 0 

D. Our tutors are not capable 0 

C. I am far away from the tutorial center 0 

E. If any other please specify 

8. To what extent do you think the face-to- face tutorial arranged helped you to work on your 

distance learning 

A. To a great extent 0 B. To some extent 0 C. Not all 0 

9. If your answer for question number lOis "C" what is the problem 

A. The tutors are in experienced 0 B. The tutorial time is too short 0 

C. If any other, specify i. ______________________ _ 

II. _______________________ _ 

10. Are you satisfied with the comments of your tutors on your assignments? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. To some extent 0 

I I. Do you think your tutors are competent enough to give tutorials effectively? 

A. Yes 0 B.NoO 

12. If your for question number "No" what is the reason? 

A. Most of them are diploma holders 0 B. Most of them lack experience 0 

C. The teachers do not have references 0 

D. If any other, specify 

I. 

11. _____ ----------------------

III. _________________________ _ 

13. Are your tutorial center and other concerned bodies willing to support you in your study? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 C. To some extent 0 

14. Do you receive any support form your 'school for your study? 
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A. Yes 0 B.No 0 C. To some extent 0 

I S. If your response for question number 16 is "Yes", specify the type of support. 

A. Reduced workload 0 B. Financial support 0 

C. Permission when I am in need 0 

D. If any other, please specify 

1. __________________________________________________ __ 

11. __________________________________________________ __ 

111. __________________________________________________ _ 

16. is there gu idance and counseling service inyour tutorial center? 

A. Yes 0 B.NoO 

17. Is there radiobroadcast or television programs to support your study? 

A. Yes 0 B. No 0 

18. if your response for question number 19 is "Yes" to what extent do you think the 

programmes help you? 

A. YesO B.NoO 

19. Do you have access to some relevant reference books in the library? 

A. YesO B.NoO 

20. If your answer for question number 21 is "No" what is the reason? 

A. Shortage of time 0 B. No reference books available 0 

C. We are not allowed to use the library 0 

D. if any other, specify here 

I. ________________________________________________ __ 

11. _ ________________________________________________ _ 

111. _________________________________________________ __ 

21. Do you get any information related to your distance learning on the right time? 

A .. Always 0 B. Sometimes 0 C. Rarely 0 D Never 0 
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22. Generally, what problems do you observe with the management offoreign- assisted distance 

education project you are enrolled in? 

I. 

II. _ _________________________ _ 

111. _ _________________________ _ 

IV. _ _________________________ _ 

v. _ _________________________ _ 

23. What do you recommend for the better implementation of distance education projects? 

I. 

11. __________________________ _ 

III. _ _________________________ _ 

IV . _ _________________________ _ 

v. _ _________________________ _ 
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AffeAdiX C 

Interview Questions 

I . What is the responsibility of Regional Education Bureau BESO (basic education system over 

haul) reg ional di stances education unit in the foreign-assisted distance education project? 

a. In course material development, production and distribution. 

11 __________________________________________________________________ _ 

111 __________________________________________________________________ _ 

b. In giving students support services such as arranging face-to face contact sessions, correcting 

assignments, arranging study centers, counseling, student admission registration etc. 

"-------------------------------------------------------------------
" '-------------------------------------------------------------------

c. In contro lling and monitoring the overall project implementation? 

"--------------------------------------------------------------------
111-------------------------------------------------------------------

2 . Do you th ink the distance education projects are being effectively implemented? 

A. In terms of teaching-learning process? B. In terms of finance? C. In terms oftime? 

3. What major problems do you observe? 

"-------------------------------------------------------------------
"'--------------------------------------------------------------------

4 What do you think the major causes of the problems? 

"--------------------------------------------------------------------
111-------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Do yo u think the performance status of foreign-assisted distance education projects in terms of man 

power planking and management, implementation; monitoring and evaluation in the region is 

adequate 

A. Man power planning and management B. Monitoring and evaluation 

., 



6, I) " "ou have an y mechanism to continuo usly assess and monitor foreign assisted distance education 

pr"ject'l ;\, Ycs D B No D 

I I' VCS , me nt ions them, 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ __ 

11-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

111--------------------------------------------------------------------------

11'1l" why 

1,------------------------------------------------------------------

11 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

111-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7, What measurcs are taken to correct and so lve the probl ems in the proj ect implementation? 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ ___ 

11---------------------------------------------------------------------------

111-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

X, Wha t cJ o you recom mencJ for effecti ve implementation of foreign assisted d istance education 

pr"ject? 

1. ________________________________________________________________________ ___ 

11---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

111--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. I'hCI'lP'1 "oo/'ll-)h')' NJ1l.m~'/~ 1'.I"I:P':-'~ h'T'C' "lA'I\<j '1'1'1'<;' ooAI'l ~I'lm·:: 
4. I'oo"f!.oot.l' ooAI'l9'1 oo</'I'C fl.t.A'I· 00'/'1' noo·/'I· ',1~<;'ro '1 ~nCII':: 

h~t\ h1Y:- hm:J'i\.e ODl~ 
1. .I'/'I·nr li1 roL"I 
2. o}·.y.t,rA "'16hA ________ _ 
3. 1'01l, "'1';'r r')'ruc')' a, ~ ~o}. _____ _ 

1. ?;J' IJ. ro1.e: 0 

2 0!t:<T<L 

IJ. h 18 n;J'rD /'I. h 18 - 20 0 rho h 21 - 30 0 

00. h 31 - 40 0 UJ. 1141 - 50 0 L. h 51 nl\~ 0 
3. r ;Jfl.;f IJ·'I.;J' 

IJ. nil 0 /'I . .1'1\711 0 .. h. f'b.;J'/"1' 0 oo.IIAroMurl'lo}' rqDrno}'/II')' 0 
4. ro}'ruc')' ~LP. 

IJ. t\,Ct<t:h.r 0 /'I . .<t T /'I-r 0 
5. r"'l. "'1Lro' ro}+)' a,~'/o}' a,fl.~ 10·1'l ___ _ 
6. I' Pt· A'F'~' noo'F'UC~'r 

IJ. h 1-5 a,oo'r 0 /'I. 116-10 a,oor 0 rho hl1-15 a,oor 0 

00. h 16-20 a,ooo}' 0 UJ. h21-25 a,oor 0 L. h25 nl\~ 0 
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t!fj:t\ 'I'llT: rC+T T9"tJCT MlTJ'I'1 nrout'thr 
1. I'C·H· '}'9u UC'}' flooh:t"h~\ I'.,·ootl'/O··}· t'l9u ' }.e:'} ~ro· ? 

II. I..t'\.'} l''''1i'i7iM'}' M 1'-l'~UC'}' h"'1I.·"L" MA~nL~D 

fl. t,.(1:} fl"'1i'ii'iA I""i'ifl h"'1I.·6J~ Mlfm 

00. t'l/\ yutny·}· ttfl ~ "lflfJ-:-

1. 

2. 

2. flc·H· ,},y"UC·}· 1''''l.L'<\. "'1·I;t.yfl·)··.., WI.II.m· f7;;:fl'? 

II. 1I·t\1.1I. 0 

3. fl2;;:m· l' y'/: UDAll?' «./1» ro~~«UD» hlf~ )""l~ ~.., ~UDM·:t'A? 

u. 1'1lM' I'.r~uc-l· ftC' .rh·L·'" MUDlIm'''' 0 fl. I':r..,~.r ):"lC Mfl 0 

m. 1'.r.OllTC-l- "f"lC Mfl 0 UD. 1'.r.y.tYA "'1bM M-rfJfJt?'1' ~!-t"'1~.r 0 

lP. flA ~h"'Y.r !-tfl ~"lt'l6. :-

1. 
2. __________________________ _ 

4. M~"'1, ..,.y."f $0'" nA'H fI"'l.ooflh-rro· ll~A YlILllfJM 

U. U·M.\1, MLhfJl'lU' 0 

m. ntTJ~ 1'4!.r '1.\1, 0 

fl. ht\~ ht\~ 0 

UD. n~?r~ nAQ.." MLllfl. Mm·:r~ 0 

5. fl4<;'m· 1'Y4: UDAll?' «m» m~~ «00» hlf~ ~ll"'Y"" ~.., ~ooM°:t'A? 

U. rM~"'1,.y.1· h{)~.r 0 fl. 1''1.\1, h1'L.r 0 m. I'-I:-tCC'1' Moo'lC 0 

L. U'fl'~ 0 A. M ~h"'Y.r !-tfl ~ "lflfJ' 

1. __________________________ __ 

2. __________________________ __ 

6. M~"'1,..,.y.1·$O O'l.\1,ro· :t'Coom' ~UDt'llIt\?':t't\? 

U. h?'''' U·A'I.\1, 0 fl. hA~ hA~ 0 m. 1'4!-=!- '1.\1, 0 UD. n~~·~ 0 

i ... 
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7. t'\(i'i'(I)' 'l'Y'1: ODtlflfD «rim (l)J',9u « <7D» hlf'/ 9u n,y·/, r, J',=fltlfD;rtl? 

V. {,1l'/'C'~~ {' P't- =1]11')' 0 n. {"/d'C'~: 0(1:1"), a<JfTj')' 0 

rho {,1l1'C'~: Ac'r~."'I, ,T {,a<Jl.r ~"'1".), a<JfI]')' 0 ~ 

OD. ODe;' tY{,u hT·r,tYA a<J6M' ofl]r M9°C~' ~,J',.~CO~9° 0 

/)J. rl1,Y'/" M(I)·~r 0 

0. M 9°I1'YT I-)n J','?I'\'I1' 
1. ___________________________ _ 

2. ____________________ __ 

8. ~,<'IJ',°'l.,·fo~··, O9u
, o,J',~1' OD,'1Y; '/(1)' {'°'l.YflI.110")·? 

V. ·)'·fotYtI OD'l,O'l'OT '1Jb 0 n. OTtI;:I' 0.')' OODm'/'9u 0 

rho 01'1(1)' OOD"11 0 

/)J. t\.I\ OD,'1 Y; I] n J', '? 1'\'11' 

1. __________ ------------------
2. __________________________ __ 

9. MJ',"'I, ,·PT. O(l)~1: ;rCOD(I)' 'h,"lODAflAfD')' J',I..A.?n·? 

V. ~,fD, ofl]r ?,l..tI.?t\V' 0 n. ~,tlMAuI9u 0 rho f]J',OD(\(\' ,?I';{'n"i9° D 

1 O. MJ',D'J.'·pT. O(l)~1l ;rCOD(I)' f]nODODMT(Jl' r, J',1'Ia<J fD;rA? 

V. ofl]r 'h'lJ.'..<It\V. 0 n. '/'fI]J', MJ',D'J.,1' nODP't-1' 'hT'It-nV' 0 

rh. V·n1lr 0 =. 1M = t\ fl I-) I\,fD .), J', '? 1'\'11' 

1. ________ _ 

2. ____________ _ 

II. 01d' C'rfD {,MJ',"'I"T h1't-l.r J',I.I-)n·? 

V. hfD, 0 n. 01'(JlI'I~ J.'.1.}'j 0 rI,. O~l'.·r 0 

12. nII'J'(I)' 'l'Y<I! ODtlflfD «rh» hlf~ 9u l1/Y1l ~,Y;/ ~(Jl.? 

V. fllJ1'T/ OD'l,Yfll..<I ODt\h· hJ',J.'.nr 0 

n. 07.tt.(Jl· Ma<J J',l'Im· hJ',m~OD·r 0 

rho M I-)n J','?l'\'Ir 
1. __________________________ __ 

2. __________________________ __ 
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M? II. hPJ 0 

II. rn..II.I'"'1 rl]o.·)· h·/A'7ft-·)· 0 

m. ro.·'· on~'(M:-)' n·/A'7ft-·)· 0 

1J1. , ... '1 11ft J!, '7 tl'/,. 

1. 

2. 

ft . rl'\(ll,··\,·(, n'lt\ "lft-·)· 0 

00. r9u llC n'lA "lft- ·)· 0 

15. OC't+ ')'9u UC')' r"Y.omm· r'/'l' M'l' n'/A"lft-1' ')'~UChD1 rOftm ftonL.ll+ 9"'} 

ft. h~-j·<;' 0 

16. M5''i'm· 'l' f</: onA(l!D «m» ht!~ ':j:"l~ ~1 J!,ooM-;J'A? 

Il. 1'-j:-j' C'':j: A~J: "'I~iIf"'lfT) ·)· 0 ft . 1'·)·.y.tfA '/.tl. OfT)~ h~C not!1 0 

m. 1'-j:rC'-:': l1:#'T "'IWhT~Uc1' 7'''l~T h'.1.f 0 
1J1. 1',1\ I]ft J!, "ll'l~. 

1. __________________________ _ 
2. __________________________ _ 

no. ll'I'I'~ 0 

17. -j:-j'C'"f!D T~UC-t.1 011:#,1, oollmT J!, ':j'·I'\ft· l1ftm· f~'1ft · ? 

Il. n !D1 0 ft. M~1~ 0 

18. Mr-;:m· 'l'f<f: noAll!D «1'1» ht!~ ~1l1f-t. ~1 J!,ooM-;J'A? 

Il. hl1l1<;'!D~ 1'.11. Tft-"'I ~~<jl':j'. Mt!~· 0 

ft. nl1l1<;'!D~ T.y.tfA MfTJ'l' A~5': I'I'INfm· Mt!~ 0 

m. -t.'f.C'-t. l'''Y.m</>no-T rm"'lt l''''IfTJ</>7i no?i'mE::':j'· lllbM· 0 

00. Il·ft·~ 0 

1J1. 1'1,1\ I] ft J!, "ll'l 'Ir 
1. ______________ __ 

2. 

• 
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19. I"H~t,f't\ "'1t'Jht\PJ9" If'/ 1'1,1'1-1' 1''''l.t7D l'lh.1·:/:(j)· 11 <i:1'I-:)'. n·l· 9"Uc·ho I'nl'lrn 
h'}.<\.IJ.l<;' ~,COPJ,} I'It7DC"I'l' &..:J>.".7f 'l:f(j)'? 

V. nfTJ9" &.:}'J.7f 'l:f(j).G- I'I. n'I'(j)I'I~ J.LJl D rll. n<i:?r9" <i::J>J.7f h$!.J.M" 0 
20. h,l' 9"uc')' n.')·PJ I'nl'lrn t7Dru(k)' ~,'}"I.:-'~I'I' l''''l.I'I'l'PJ,r .(>;;J<i: M? 

V. hPJ'} 0 1'1. I'M" 0 

m. M&.tI1. nlf'/ 1.t\, V'I'I' &":}'.".' nt7Dorn'r 

1J.l. 11/\ .., . Q;\, "'1 t I] 1'1 $!. "J 1'1 ?r 
1. ______________________ ___ 
2. __________________________ __ 

22. n·H·t,f't\ "'1t'Jht\PJ 1'9"I1C h"Jt\"JI'I-t- $!.l'IfTJA? 

V. hPJ 0 

23. 1'1227f(j)· 'l',f'</! t7Dt\OPJ «~,PJ,}» hlf~ 9",} ,f'Ut\ "'·rn:}'cnz. If'/'Pt\? 

V. nh<i:..,·7f J.LJI C 1'1. nT(j)I'I~ J.LJI 0 m n<i:?r9" ~,t\..,·rn4'9"h ·9" 0 
24. hV''}9u II 22ij"(j)· 'l' ,f"!: t7Dt\lIPJ «h$!.I'I'l'9"» hlf'/ 9"11,},f''''' 9"'}.(>;'/(j)·? 

V. 1'1J1'lt7D·,f' Mt7D'lC 0 

t7D. V'I'I'9" 0 
, , 

1. ________________________ ___ 
2. ______________ ~ ________ ___ 

25. h'l";q:I'I·'f ""Q;\,"'1t nt--f.t,f't\ "'1t'Jht\PJ 1'6..'l.'i"'l 1'1;I'I11.:U'} ruC6f}'t- h'lt\"JII-')' 
$!.l'IfTJt\:: V. hPJ [j 1'1. h$!.I'I'l'9" 0 

26. 1'I25'<;'(j). 'l' ,f"!: t7Dt\oPJ «hPJ'}» hlf~ hruC6f}''''' 9",} ,f'ut\ '/'rn~'9" ,f'I'I(j)' {]1I(j)' 
,f'9"'ll'l'? 

V. nh'i:..,·7f J.LJI 0 1'1. ""'(j)M J.LJI 0 m. n'i:?r'i: ht\"'·rn4'9"h·9" 0 
27. 1'1 2()l1(j)' 'l' ,f"!: t7Dt\lIPJ «m» hlf~ 9"11,},f"" 9"'}.'l.'~(j). $!.I\I'I'? 

V. I'ruC6f}'·)· l.tL Mt7Dt7D:ft-D 1'1. I'ruC6f}'t- 'l't.t- "'1~O 0 
m. M 1]1'1 $!. "JM} 1. __________________________ __ 

2. __________________________ __ 
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28. fI-'/'-f.t,l't\ "'10ht\ ,l'lIm'1 fI,-I'UD~ mG":-'/' I'UDm'''9'' OJ.:II MP-r? 

v, M~ 0 II. 1'1I~9" 0 

29. 1128<;'m· 1',I'4! oot\{IP «II» hlf'/ 9"h1,1'-" 9"1J.:1 ~m'? 

V. I"l.tl. h1'l')' 0 II. 1'·'·ffi';'l7'l. UD?'m~1· Mooc;'C 0 

m. fl.-I'oo'lUG":-I,1 1'00m"'9" &.:P.~ MII.1I1 0 

00. MI 9"h1,1")' 1-)11 ~"llle · 
1. __ _ 

2. _____ _ 

30. I'C"'·)' -r9"UC')'p fI-I'UDII h-l' -I·1n.m·1 oolJl fI-I'1f1.m· o'}r n<;'II·? 

V. V·M.tt. h1<;'IIV' 0 

31. flhm:p"~ flC"'r -'/'9"UC-I' hoo&-CC; h&.??9" ,,~ 9"1 9"1 'f"lc:'f -1'00 t\h-l''Pt\ ? 
fllIClIC ,l'f1"'9"m' :: 

1. ____________ _ 
2. ____________ _ 
3. ____________ _ 
4. ____________ _ 

~ -------------
32. I'C"'r r9"UCr fI-I'i'ill V·'1.:f' h 1-'l.1-)'IS: 9"1 ooG":r'l. h~'fTJ6lij.P1·1 ~ffi"l"'1I1'? 

1. ____________ _ 
2. ____________ _ 
3. ____________ _ 
4. ____________ _ 

~ -------------
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